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Scandlines
The hybrid ferry M/F Copenhagen sails between Gedser and
Rostock. PFA has made capital available which has contributed to
allowing Scandlines to reduce the use of fossil fuels. Deploying
hybrid ferries to the crossing has reduced the fuel consumption
by two-thirds per crossing per car, and in 2020, the installation of
a so-called rotor sail - the white cylinder at the top of the ship the CO2 emissions from M/F Copenhagen have been reduced by an
additional 4-5 per cent.
Image: PR photo from Scandlines

CR Report

Corporate responsibility in PFA

About this report
This report is the statutory report on corporate responsibility and the statutory report on the under-represented gender in management roles pursuant to the Danish Executive Order on financial reports for insurance companies and
multi-employer pension funds’ Sections 132(a) and 132(b) for the 2020 accounting year. PFA is a member of the UN
Global Compact (since 2009) and this report also serves as our Communication on Progress for 2020. The report also
fulfils the recommendations for active ownership from the Committee for Corporate Governance. The report covers
the period 1 January - 31 December 2020.
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Sustainability today for a
good life tomorrow
2020 has been an unusual year where the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted all aspects of society. It is also the
first year of what the UN calls “the Decade of Action”. It
is now, in the 2020s, that we as a global society need to
make the changes that can create the prerequisites for
ensuring that the world we pass on to our children is a
good one. The UN has formulated 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which set the overall framework
for the work that needs to be done, but it is up to all of
us - citizens, companies, organisations and politicians to realise these lofty ambitions.
At the beginning of the year, we presented PFA’s Group
strategy for the coming years, Commercial Responsibility 2023, and also an updated version of PFA’s overall
purpose. We are now formulating this purpose as “Sustainability today for a good life tomorrow”, and that will
be the guiding star for our work.
Based on the Group strategy and the purpose, in H1
2020, we also defined our strategy for corporate responsibility. We did so based on our core business to ensure
that sustainability is integrated into our operations.
Therefore, it is under the areas of responsible investments, a healthier working life and a good senior life
that PFA works with corporate responsibility and sustainability issues. However, it is not enough to want to
make a difference in the world around us - as a responsible company and a credible member of society, we
must also work to get our own house in order. Therefore, we have added a fourth action area that we call “A
Sustainable PFA”. Here we bring together the initiatives
to ensure that PFA’s use of resources, whether energy,
people or data, is sustainable.
Significant progress was made in 2020
With around DKK 600 billion under management, our
investment decisions have a large impact on the world
around us. Therefore, it is critical that we have both the
right ambitions and principles for our work with responsible investments and the processes needed to make
them a reality. We have taken significant steps forward
in 2020 in this area.
We have committed ourselves to realising the ambitions
of the Paris Agreement and the scenario of keeping temperature increases to a maximum of 1.5 degrees this
century. In 2020, we also joined the UN-founded organisation called Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance which brings
together some of the world’s largest investors to have our
economies succeed with the green transition. This means
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that our total investments must be net carbon-neutral by
2050 at the latest.
In 2020, we also presented our biggest new product launch
in a decade in the form of the PFA Climate Plus pension
product, where our customers can easily allocate all or part
of their pension savings to investments that work even
harder to realise the green transition. Initially, the equities
in the product will emit at least 60 per cent less CO2 than a
comparable world equity index, and it is our ambition for the
entire product to be carbon-neutral already by 2025 - and
carbon-negative by 2030 at the latest. We are thus offering our customers additional ways to support the green
transition. Climate issues have also been integrated into
the advisory services provided to our customers, whether it be via meetings or self-service solutions. Both in terms
of returns and funds, PFA Climate Plus has got off to a good
start, and the work with continuing to develop the product
and achieving what we have promised to our customers will
be a top priority in the years ahead.
When it comes to creating a healthier working life for
our customers and society in general, we can also
look back on a year of progress and results. We have
begun using even more data in our work with helping
companies improve the health and well-being of their
employees and, in turn, their productivity. We have also
taken our early intervention processes for employees
who are absent due to illness to the next level. Together
with several corporate customers, we have begun to try
out a more proactive approach when contacting those
employees who are absent due to illness. This allows us
to help the employees get treatment earlier, and this
improves the likelihood of them getting better faster
and returning to work earlier. Finally, our long-standing
partnership with The Danish Association of Managers
and Executives involving an advisory table on stress has
resulted in a white paper where knowledge and concrete
cases from companies are shared to provide inspiration
for other companies that want to work with the problems surrounding stress in a targeted manner.
For the senior area, this year, we have completed the
range of housing facilities that we can offer to seniors. This was accomplished via a major partnership
with OK-Fonden involving a DKK 2.5 billion investment
in establishing a new welfare offer in the form of private sector nursing homes, senior housing and senior
co-housing communities. As our elderly are becoming a larger proportion of the population, it is critical to
make different housing options available, and we want
to ensure this via our property investments. I 2020, we

With around DKK 600 billion under management, our investment decisions have
a large impact on the world around us.
Therefore, it is critical that we have both
the right ambitions and principles for our
work with responsible investments and
the processes needed to make them a
reality. We have taken significant steps
forward in 2020 in this area.
Allan Polack, Group CEO, PFA

have also launched a late-life career programme, which
helps companies and individual employees with planning
a good transition from working life to life as a pensioner.
The demographic changes bring the risk of a significant
knowledge loss among Danish companies in the coming
years, and with a new prognosis tool, we can help management teams and HR departments address this issue
proactively.
When it comes to PFA’s own operations, we can look
back on a year where the COVID-19 pandemic had a
major impact on how we work. We can rightly feel
satisfied with the way we tackled this significant challenge. Even when Denmark shut down in the spring,
PFA remained open. Throughout this entire pandemic, we have been able to service our customers, and
our employees have been prepared and committed to
adjusting to the new way of working. We are pleased
to note that the total engagement and energy score
in our annual employee surveys ended at 6.3 out of 7,
compared to 6.1 the year before. Our employees and
managers have performed well across the entire organisation, and they have managed to keep up their spirits in
a changing and uncertain time.
We believe that flexibility is a critical factor in having satisfied, committed and productive employees,
and therefore we launched several initiatives for those
areas this year. We have introduced an 80/80 plan which
allows all employees - and managers at all tiers - to opt
for a 4-day work week at 80 per cent salary. We also
offer all our employees a job function where it is possible to work from home up to two days per week. This
allows us to make PFA an even more attractive and productive place to work.

The challenges must be solved via cooperation
It has been a year where we have made great progress
in terms of responsibility at PFA, and we are proud to
be able to tell you more about the results in this report.
The report serves to confirm our continuing support to
the UN Global Compact’s 10 principles related to human
rights, labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption work, and this report is our Communication on
Progress pursuant to the guidelines.
Even though we are proud to report on our accomplishments, we are also very aware that we still have a long
way to go. At PFA, we have a lot of work left to do if
we are going to realise the potential of making positive
changes in this decade of action.
Based on our purpose - sustainability today for a good
life tomorrow - our path is clear. However, we will need
to create the path to get there ourselves, and we will
need to do so by cooperating closely with our customers, partners, civil society and the political sphere. It is
only via cooperation that we can create the changes the
world needs, and, at PFA, we are determined to rise to
the challenge.

Allan Pollack
Group CEO
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Our business model and key figures for 2020
DKK 1.3 billion
resulting from
business performance
in 2020

DKK 601 billion
invested customer funds

6,000
corporate and
organisational customers

DKK 40.7 billion
paid by our
customers in 2020

1.3 million
individual customers

KR

DKK 10.3 billion
paid in taxes and
fees by PFA
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DKK 1.4 billion
returned to the customers
as PFA CustomerCapital

KR

DKK 31 billion
added to our customer’s
funds as return

215
companies cooperated with
us on health initiatives

DKK 7.6 billion
in regular pension
payouts made by PFA

DKK 3.4 billion
in insurance payouts
made by PFA

73,275
pension consultations held

1,396

228,295

committed
employees

phone calls to PFA Advisory
Services Centre
P FA H o l d i n g · C R- r a p p o r t
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ESG key figures 2020

Environmental data
CO2 emissions at PFA

Unit

2020

2019

Scope 1

Tonnes CO2

478

575

Scope 2

Tonnes CO2

190

680

Tonnes CO2

2,112,0001

1,935,0002

Carbon footprint

Tonnes CO2/million USD invested

1083

1132

Carbon intensity

Tonnes CO2/million USD in turnover

1963

2032

Weighted average carbon intensity

Tonnes CO2/million USD in turnover

2353

2512

Emissions from listed equities
Total emissions

1 Weighted average for the year based on monthly measurements
2 Spot measurement November 2019
3 Average for the year based on monthly measurements, though only based on November 2019 and March 2020 for the first five months of 2020.

Carbon footprint from a PFA equity portfolio compared to a world equity index
All equities

Per cent

(15)1

(16)2

PFA Climate Plus (weighted average)

Per cent

(77)3

-

1 Weighted average for the year based on monthly measurements, though only based on November 2019 and March 2020 for the first five months of 2020
2 Spot measurement November 2019
3 Weighted average June-December 2020.

Other PFA environmental data
Energy consumption
Share of renewable energy
Water consumption
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Gigajoule

23,860

25,290

Per cent

33

-

m3

8,007

-

Social data
Unit

2020

2019

FTE

1,396

1,323

Times

1.3

1.4

Per cent

10.8

14.0

Days/FTE

5.5

7.8

DKK million

10,300

12,930

Per cent

98.1

98.6

PFA Holding A/S

Women in per cent

48

47

Executive Board

Women in per cent

0

0

Vice presidents/directors

Women in per cent

24

18

Senior managers

Women in per cent

31

31

Managers

Women in per cent

46

45

Unit

2020

2019

Women in percent

27

20

Per cent

94

89

Times

11.8

10.5

Full-time employees
Salary difference, by gender
Employee turnover
Sickness absence
Tax paid
Retention rate for corporate and organisational customers

Gender diversity

Data descriptions can be found on page 54 of the report.
See the target number for women in management positions on page 70.

Governance data
Gender diversity on the Board of Directors
Presence at board meetings
Salary difference between Group CEO and employees
Data descriptions can be found on page 54 of the report.
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Investing in a sustainable society 2017-2020

Highlights from PFA’s completed
CR strategy
This overview shows some of the highlights from PFA’s
work with corporate responsibility in the last few years,
including initiatives from the “Investing in a sustainable society 2017-2020” CR strategy. The strategy was
launched at the beginning of 2017, and the strategy
period ended with the submission of the CR report for
2019 in February 2020.
PFA has made significant progress with corporate
responsibility issues in this period, and it is our assessment that we have generally lived up to the ambitions
of the strategy even though not all the defined initiatives were successful (see the overview on page 13). We
have worked with corporate responsibility as an ongoing effort, and we continuously strive to improve our
results.

The world we live in has also changed significantly during the 2017-2020 period. For example, we experienced
more focus on climate issues and the need for green
investments, higher expectations for responsible tax
practices and more challenges relating to stress and
other kinds of mental disorders. Also, the increasing life
expectancy, important societal discussions and pension
reforms were on the agenda. All these societal topics are
important to PFA’s business activities, and as a company
and investor, we will continually address the topics and
respond to the challenges they present. The highlights
are for the 2017-2019 period. In 2020, we finished preparing PFA’s new strategy for corporate responsibility in
the coming years, which you can read more about on the
following pages.

2017 Highlights

Guidelines were prepared for implementing the
Paris Agreement
in the investment process
We announced the coming construction of four
student housing facilities in the largest university
cities in Denmark

The Think Tank “The New 3rd Age” was established

Overview of results achieved in relation to the
ambitions specified in the CR reports
12
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2018 Highlights
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A climate screening was performed on our equity
portfolio to support the targets of the Paris
Agreement

BN6427 12.2018

PFA invests in the world’s largest future offshore
wind park (Hornsea 1), the Danish SDG Investment
Fond - The Investment Fund for Developing Nation’s
new fund and PFA also co-financed Scandlines’
efforts to make its ferry operations greener by
using battery-powered ferries

Anbefalinger til Det gode liv i den tredje alder frem mod 2040
Tænketanken – Den nye 3. alder

Tænketanken – Den nye 3. alder

Analyse

Megatrends

Udfordringer

Scenarier

The new gigantic offshore wind park Walney
Extension was put into operation (PFA owns 25 per
cent)

Anbefalinger

”Hvis vi ikke inddrager den viden, vi allerede i dag besidder om fremtiden, og i stedet forlænger fortidens løsninger,
risikerer vi at gå glip af en række muligheder, der kunne gøre det fremtidige liv i den tredje alder endnu bedre.”

BN6427_Tænketank scenarierapport omslag.indd 1

06/12/2018 09.50

33 recommendations from the Think Tank - The
New 3rd Age were released, focusing on ensuring
the best possible senior life between now and
2040

2019 Highlights
CO2 emissions from PFA’s equities are 16 per cent
lower than the equity portfolio’s global benchmark
index

PFA participates in the UN’s climate summit
together with the Danish Government and,
together with the rest of the pension sector, it
backs the Danish Government’s ambitious climate
agenda by committing to investing DKK 350 billion
between now and 2030
New partial pension products are launched as well
as new tools to plan the late-life career, and PFA
participates in the Danish Government’s senior
think tank

2017: 15 targets - 14 realised (of which 8 are still in progress), 1 not realised.
2018: 15 targets - 6 initiatives completed, 9 are ongoing. One target contained two initiatives and the target for the diversity policy for employees was not met in 2018 - but it has been addressed in 2020. PFA has a diversity policy for its Board of Directors
2019: 19 initiatives - 11 initiatives completed, 8 are ongoing.
P FA H o l d i n g · C R R e p o r t 2020
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PFA’s new strategy for corporate
responsibility: Sustainability today
Background and contents
PFA’s strategy for corporate responsibility for 20172020: “Investing in a sustainable society” ended with the
reporting submitted in February 2020. In the first half of
2020, we therefore began working on a new strategy. It
ended up being named “Sustainability today” based on
PFA's updated and overall purpose, and it was approved
by the Executive Board in June 2020.

The strategy is based on the following principles:
• The strategy is intended to contribute to PFA realising
its objective of ensuring “sustainability today for a
good life tomorrow".
• It will be based on the framework of the core business
activities and the existing plans in the Group strategy.
• It will ensure that the necessary actions are taken to
ensure that PFA has a credible and clear position when
it comes to corporate responsibility and sustainability.

Governance for corporate responsibility at PFA
To ensure implementation and a clear ownership of tasks across organisational units, the strategy was anchored
in the Group Executive Board, as each of the four tracks were assigned to an executive sponsor.

Corporate responsibility overall
Executive sponsor: Group CEO Allan Polack

Responsible investments
Executive sponsor:
Group CIO Kasper A. Lorenzen

A healthier working life
Executive sponsor:
Group EVP Mads Kaagaard

A good senior life
Executive sponsor:
Group CEO Allan Polack

A sustainable PFA
Executive sponsor: Group CFO Anders Damgaard

Ambitions and initiatives
To create a connection between the overall purpose
and the individual streams (and to ensure that PFA has
a clear and uniform ambition for each area across target
groups) there was defined pledges to employees, customers and society at large for each of the four streams.
These pledges should be viewed as the ambitions and
targets each stream has for each target group.
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The next element of the strategy will be to work with the
concrete initiatives in each stream. These were defined
based on existing plans in the Group strategy and some
individual initiatives were added on top of that. The initiatives should not be viewed as the only ones that will be
worked with during the strategy period (which so far does
not have an end date). Instead, they are merely the initiatives that are currently being worked with. This is a dynamic
list, and some initiatives will be concluded, others will be
abandoned, and new ones will be added over the years.

PFA’s strategy for corporate responsibility

Purpose

Below you can find a representation of the overall strategy where the overall purpose, ambitions and initiatives are
tied together. Below you can also read more about the progress we have made with each stream in 2020.

Sustainability today
for a good life tomorrow
Stream

A sustainable
PFA

Responsible
investments

A healthier
working life

A good
senior life

Societal pledge

Employee pledge

Customer pledge

Ambitions
As a customer-owned
company, we have the
same interests as our
customers, and this is
reflected in our output

We want to be the best
at generating sustainable
returns and our portfolios
will be carbon-neutral
by 2025 (for PFA Climate
Plus) and 2050 (for the
rest) at the latest

We promote healthy
workplaces by acting as
the catalyst for positive
changes that can be
measured

We support our customers in creating the
prerequisites and frameworks for a safe, active
and good senior life

At PFA, you will become
part of a sustainable
high-performance culture
and have a more meaningful career

As a PFA employee,
you will be part of our
work with responsible
investments

At PFA we are trailblazers
when it comes to creating
a healthy working life
with high engagement
and performance

At PFA, we are a role
model when it comes to
creating opportunities for
a flexible and meaningful
late-life career

PFA was founded to make
a positive impact on society, and this responsibility
is something we take seriously in everything we do

We contribute towards a
sustainable development
of society by investing on
a large scale

We want to contribute
to creating a healthier
working life in Denmark,
and we share our knowledge and experience
to promote well-being,
productivity and welfare
in our society.

We actively contribute to
ensuring that the Danish
pension system is continually developed and
we supplement what the
pubic sector can offer

Initiatives
1. A carbon-neutral PFA
2. Health strategy 2.0
3. Diversity at PFA
4. PFA Brug Livet Fonden
5 Responsible data
management
6. PFA ESG analysis

7. PFA Climate Plus
8. Exposure to fossil fuels
9. Climate initiative
unlisted assets
10. Green investments
11. Code of Conduct & Tax

12. Behaviour, culture
& governance
13. Proactive preventive
measures &
treatment

14. Health & care
16. Transition from
working life to senior
life
17. Housing

P FA H o l d i n g · C R R e p o r t 2020
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Responsible investments
We all need to do something for our climate.
Climate change is caused by us humans. I
invest in the green transition based on my
personal views and also to get good returns.
Majbritt Klitgaard, 59
Microsoft, Account Delivery Executive.
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Majbritt works as an Account Delivery Executive for Microsoft. Majbritt has been a PFA customer for more than 12
years and has allocated 75 per cent of her savings to PFA
Climate Plus. She is convinced that we need to take action
to protect the planet and has therefore allocated her pension to PFA Climate Plus.

P FA H o l d i n g · C R R e p o r t 2020
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Responsible investments

Best at generating sustainable returns
In 2020, PFA committed itself to making its investments carbon-neutral by 2050 at the latest and the
newly launched product, PFA Climate Plus, will already be carbon-neutral in 2025. At the same time, PFA is
also ready to support the green transition via significant investments in the coming years to generate the
best return for our customers.

At PFA, we believe that good returns and sustainability
are increasingly interlinked, especially if you are a longterm investor. Today, a thorough assessment of the risk
associated with an investment also involves looking at it
from a corporate responsibility perspective. Companies
whose operations do not take corporate responsibility
into account are risky to invest in. The world’s necessary
transition away from fossil fuels also generates a significant demand for capital, and thus, good investment
opportunities. Therefore, we invest in companies with
sustainable business models and make targeted investments to support the green transition, etc.
Our investments are based on PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership. We use this policy
to integrate responsibility into our investment processes. The policy is based on international agreements,
standards and principles, such as the Paris Agreement, and it is also based on global guidelines for how
a responsible investor should work with human rights,
climate and environmental issues. We also consider the
17 UN Global Goals when we invest, as PFA wants to
contribute to realising goal 7 (Affordable and clean energy), goal 11 (Sustainable cities and communities), goal
12 (Sustainable consumption and production) and goal
13 (Climate action). In addition, we engage in several investor initiatives that contribute to meeting goal 17
(Partnerships for the goals).
We are committed to setting high ambitions for
climate issues
In 2020, PFA has joined the UN-backed Net-Zero Asset
Owner Alliance initiative (AOA), where several the world’s
largest investors commit to achieving zero CO2 emissions from investments by 2050. Thus, obliging members
to make their investments compatible with a scenario of a maximum temperature increase of 1.5 degrees in
this century. The UN-backed Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI) manages the secretarial functions, and
one of the partners in this initiative is the World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF).
Signing up for this initiative also comes with an obligation
to achieve net zero carbon emissions from the investment
portfolio by no later than 2050, and PFA will also have to
specify 5-year goals for carbon emission reductions in the
interim period. Climate-friendly investments is an area that
18
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is still being developed, and issues such as data quality may
present challenges. By joining together with some of the
world’s largest investors, we can accelerate the developments on this area. PFA is also involved in working groups in
the AOA to exchange experience.
Launching of PFA Climate Plus
In 2020, PFA had its biggest product launch in 10 years
with PFA Climate Plus, which provides our customers
the opportunity to, in a simple way, have their pension
savings work extra hard on behalf of the climate. The
equities in PFA Climate Plus will initially emit at least 60
per cent less CO2 than a comparable global equity index,
and the ambition is for the product to already be carbon-neutral in 2025.
PFA Climate Plus is integrated into PFA’s advisory services, both when having a pension consultation and when
using self-service online. We have done this by making climate issues a parameter in the Investment Guide,
which is used to determine customer preferences in
terms of issues such as risk, etc. This allows each customer to receive a recommendation based on both their
risk and climate preferences. Then it is up to the individual customer to accept the recommendation or not, and
customers can choose to allocate anything from 0-100
per cent of their savings to PFA Climate Plus.
The equities in PFA Climate Plus are divided into three
categories of companies: Solution leaders (companies
that produce green solutions), carbon leaders (companies that are at the forefront of their industry in terms
of reducing their carbon footprints) and transition leaders (companies that are far ahead relative to their
industry in transitioning their company towards a green
business model). The portfolio also includes some of
PFA’s major offshore wind parks and sustainable properties. PFA Climate Plus does not invest in the oil, coal or
gas industries.
PFA Climate Plus has been well received by customers,
and by the end of the year, almost DKK 3 billion had
been allocated to the product - and in terms of returns,
the product is also off to a good start, as it has outperformed the general portfolio, PFA Plus. On average, the
equities in the product emit 77 per cent less CO2 than a
comparable global equity index.

CO2 emissions and PFA Climate Plus

104.7

23.3

MSCI
ACMI

PFA Climate
Plus

* Source: MSCI ACWI ESG Research as of 31.12.20 - the carbon footprint of investments is measured in tonnes per million USD invested

Investments in the green transition
The Danish pension sector has committed itself to
investing DKK 350 billion in the green transition between
now and 2030. As a market leader, PFA will, at the very
least, do our part to achieve this, which means that in
coming years we will continue to significantly increase
our investments in the green transition. Over several years, we have also developed the competences we
need to make these investments on a large scale, resulting in, for example, us investing in the world’s two
largest offshore wind parks.
These competences were also applied in 2020, as in May
we announced that we are part of a consortium consisting of three of the largest Danish pension and energy
companies which are ready to finance and operate a
future ‘energy island’ in the North Sea. At length, the
energy island can function as the base for almost 10 gigawatts of offshore wind power (approximately 25 times
what a traditional offshore wind park generates) and it
can be expanded with the development of storage technology or Power-to-X, which are technologies that allow
for transferring energy from electricity production to be
used by other sectors and it will also be possible to create
grid connections to other countries near the North Sea.
The energy island in the North Sea will be the first of its
kind in the world, and it is a project that can put Denmark
in a leading position with a technology that has significant
export potential. The Danish Government’s ambitions for
an energy island in the North Sea can be financed without
using any state funds at all. If the project is completed, it
will be one of the largest investments in Danish history.
PFA’s consortium and the proposed financing solution will
be faced with competition from other actors, and at the
time of the writing of this report, it is not yet determined
who will get to realise the project.
In 2020, we have also contributed to the financing of
a factory that is expected to be Europe’s largest facility producing lithium-ion batteries, mainly intended for
electric vehicles. Swedish company Northvolt is building
the factory, and PFA’s loan is part of a larger loan package of USD 1.6 billion (DKK 10.2 billion).

“At PFA, we invest DKK 601 billion on behalf of our
customers. This comes with a great responsibility and
provides us with major opportunities to make a difference. We want to be the best at generating sustainable
returns, because we believe that we can create the
highest returns for our customers by integrating sustainability issues into our investment processes. We
are also dedicated to supporting the transition to a
green economy through massive investments.”
Kasper A. Lorenzen
Group Chief Investment Officer
Executive sponsor for responsible investments

PFA’s work with responsible investments
contributes to the following UN Global Goals:

In late 2020, the world’s largest operational offshore wind
park, Hornsea 1 Offshore Wind Farm also became operational. As a result, the wind park’s 174 turbines can now
produce enough green electricity to power more than a
million households. PFA provided much of the loans needed to realise this wind park project, which will replace
another of PFA’s investments, Walney Extension Offshore
Wind Farm as the world’s largest.
Finally, we also have plans to specify new standards
for sustainable construction by constructing multi-story buildings using wood. Together with Kilden & Hindby,
Briq and the Lendager Group, PFA is in the process of
building Denmark’s tallest building made from recycled
P FA H o l d i n g · C R R e p o r t 2020
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materials, building the core structure from recycled
wood products. The construction project, located in
Aarhus, will consist of two 7-story buildings and one
20-story building which will be used as office spaces.
Limiting portfolio investments in fossil fuels
Producers of fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas) are very
CO2-intensive, but in most scenarios, fossil fuels will
still be part of the energy mix for quite some time into
the future. Therefore, PFA has not chosen to generally
exclude investments in this sector, but instead, we are
working with active ownership to push the companies in
a more sustainable direction. Therefore, we are focusing
on certain carefully selected fossil fuel energy producers
who we believe are moving in the right direction in terms
of the green transition. If we begin to believe that not
enough progress is being made in one of these companies, we will divest ourselves of that investment.

In 2020, we have also continued our constructive dialogues with the world around us - both NGOs, customers
and politicians - and we have increased our transparency by now allowing everyone to see on our website how
we vote at Annual General Meetings of Shareholders. In
addition, we have also made the logs of our dialogues
with companies more user-friendly, thus making it easier
for those who want to monitor our progress.

Number of oil equities at the beginning
of 2020 and at the end

To strengthen our active ownership activities, in 2020,
we also decided to limit our investments in oil company equities to two companies (compared to 20 when
entering the year). This allows us to monitor these two
remaining companies more closely. In this process, we
have looked at the companies’ ambitions and plans for a
green transition, and this has resulted in us deciding to
not invest in North American companies in 2020 and to
focus on the European ones. This is because our assessment is that the North American oil companies are not
currently ambitious enough about the green transition.
We also want to work with the companies’ capital structure in a responsible manner. Therefore, we are working
with a similar process for our bond investments to
ensure that we manage our corporate bonds in the same
systematically responsible manner as our equities. We
expect to complete this project in H1 of 2021.
Due to our belief in the necessity of a green transition of
our economies, fossil fuel investments are much smaller
in our portfolios than our investments in green energy. We will only invest in things that we believe will also
have a future once we complete the green transition.
Active ownership
In 2020, we have been even more focused on our active
ownership activities and we have focused more on having proactive dialogues with the fossil fuel companies in
our portfolio. In addition, we have continued our partnership with Sustainalytics, which monitors whether
there are companies that violate our policies for responsible investments and active ownership on an ongoing
basis.
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Number of oil corporate bonds at the
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renovation projects (including PFA’s own headquarters)
have been certified by the DGNB sustainability standard.

Active ownership
Number of proactive active ownership
dialogues (53)
6 made by PFA directly
3 via the CA100+ investor initiative
28 via Sustainalytics
16 via Nordic Engagement Cooperation
Number of reactive active ownership
dialogues (75)
6 made by PFA directly
66 via Sustainalytics
3 via the Nordic Engagement Cooperation with PFA
as lead investor.
Number of votes cast at Annual General
Meetings of Shareholders (157)
33 Danish companies
124 international companies
Number of exclusions
3 countries are excluded*
3 companies added to the exclusion list
2 companies removed from the exclusion list
48 excluded companies in total at the end of the
year
Number of evaluations and completed cases (3)
3 completed dialogues via Sustainalytics

* The number of excluded countries does not include the countries that are
subject to international sanctions and are excluded for that reason.

Climate initiative for unlisted assets
To be able to meet our goal of being carbon-neutral by 2050
at the latest, it is critical that we can map the CO2 emissions. When it comes to the part of our investments that
are not traded on stock exchanges - our properties and the
so-called alternative investments - data is hard to access.
To solve this problem, we are, among other things,
part of a pilot project aimed at getting a portfolio certification of our properties, starting with our Danish
commercial properties. This will provide us with data
on overall emissions that can form the basis for additional initiatives to reduce the climate footprint. We are
focused on sustainability in our new construction and
renovation projects, and PFA now owns six certified properties, and eight of our current Danish construction and

In addition, in 2020 we have also integrated climate risk in
our investment processes for unlisted equities and properties so that we can ensure that we take climate aspects
into consideration when making major investments.
Responsible tax practices
Responsible investments mean more than just taking
climate issues into consideration - for example, tax practices are a factor as well. This is because tax revenues
are a significant source of funding needed to ensure
well-run societies, and they are also a fundamental
source of financing for realising the UN Global Goals.
In 2019, we partnered with three other Danish pension
companies to develop a common set of tax principles, and
at the beginning of 2020, seven more pension companies
committed themselves to following these principles. We
worked with the other founding members to adjust the tax
code in 2020 as well, and now it is also possible for funds,
associations etc. to join, and, at the end of 2020, five of
Denmark’s most important funds and associations had
joined. This has allowed us to contribute to ensuring that
a group of large professional investors have not just committed themselves to sticking to the letter of the tax laws
but also to consider responsibility and the spirit of the tax
laws.
Paying taxes is a good example of the complexity
involved in working with responsible investments. It is
not enough to just follow the letter of the law and avoid
breaking the rules, the spirit of the law must also be followed - and one must consider the perspectives of both
customers and one’s surroundings when making decisions. At PFA, we are working on a systematic approach
to this area that will allow us to defend our actions to
our stakeholders and the international community. Dialogue and transparency are key words in that context,
and, in 2020, we have continued our dialogues with customers, NGOs, business partners and politicians, and we
have also made it easier to stay up to date on our work
via our homepage.
Responsible investing requires making a constant effort,
and we are very committed to continuing working with
this - both in terms of integrating sustainability in our
investment processes and decisions and to do so via
ongoing constructive dialogues with our stakeholders.
This allows us to best realise our potential in terms of
contributing to solving the problems we face on a global level while also ensuring our customers get the best
possible returns.
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A healthier working life

Stress has become something that managers need to
address, both due to the human consequences and due
to the negative impact it has on the bottom line and
the productivity in companies and organisations. We
believe that the problems associated with stress can be
resolved by looking at the causes and by systematically
intervening before a person feels stressed.
Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris
CEO, the Danish Organization of Managers and Executives
& PFA Holding board member

Bodil Nordestgaard Ismiris is CEO of the Danish Organization of Managers and Executives. In
2020, the Danish Organization of Managers and Executives and PFA published a joint report on
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stress. This was intended to assist those who wished to use
sustainable management techniques and to create healthy
companies and organisations with high levels of both employee job satisfaction and performance. The report is based on
exchange of experience via an Advisory Table comprised of
24 executives, HR professionals and leading management
researchers and psychologists.
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A healthier working life

Progress under the shadow
of the pandemic
2020 was the year of the COVID-19 pandemic. This also had a great impact on working life, which, like the
rest of society, went through a lot of changes due to the global pandemic.

For those working in office jobs, it meant a sudden
breakthrough in terms of working from home. Where
working from home used to be the exception in most
places, it suddenly became the new normal for many
employees in Denmark. This also resulted in new opportunities and challenges for the companies in terms of
creating a healthy working life.

a psychologist hotline where they can exchange knowledge and ideas and get psychological counselling if they
faced challenges in dealing with the COVID-19 situation. We did something similar for PFA’s employees and
managers, which you can read more about in the “A sustainable PFA” section on pages 34-39 of this report. We
expect that in 2021 there will also be a great need for
sharing knowledge and ideas on how to manage the
COVID-19 situation, and we have some concerns about
the developments in certain areas, particularly related to
mental health issues.

After the lockdown of society in March, acting as an
adviser and business partner for our corporate customers, we prioritised being quick to issue recommendations
about how this new situation could be managed. This
took place via our direct dialogues, online activities,
webinars, the press and social media. Among other
things, we created a COVID-19 website for our corporate and organisational customers where we shared
knowledge, recommendations and good tips for how to
manage both physical and mental well-being, and we
held webinars for managers and HR staff about distance
management and dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic at the workplace. In addition, managers, employee
representatives and HR employees have had access to

PFA insures approximately 0.5 million customers against reduced occupational
capacity. In 2020, PFA paid out a total of
DKK 3.4 billion to approximately 93,000
customers and their dependants. This figure covers all insurance payouts, not just
those for reduced occupational capacity.
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PFA Life

Strategic health partnership
We are working with several of our corporate and
organisational customers to develop long-term health
strategies that focus on employees’ physical and mental well-being and job satisfaction, cultural changes and
long-term solutions that help employees remain in good
health. In 2020, we have launched a new strategy for
this work, involving making the initiatives even more
measurable and concrete. At the same time, we have
also collaborated with several companies and launched a
targeted initiative to reduce long-term sickness absence.
When we recommend potential initiatives, we base our
recommendations on the individual company’s claims
history, data from PFA EarlyCare and experience gained
from earlier health initiatives. The effect is measured
by tracking the long-term sickness absence for the individual company or employee group, and the preliminary
results are very promising. In total, in 2020, we completed 215 strategic health initiatives together with our
corporate and organisational customers.
Focus on early intervention
Our experience show that the earlier customers get
help, the greater the likelihood of them returning to
work quickly. We have therefore launched a pilot project
with four corporate customers (including PFA itself as
an employer) where we work with sickness absence lists
from companies and proactively contact the employees
on the list to share knowledge and ideas with them and,
if relevant, recommend treatments so that they get the
right kind of help and support as quickly as possible. The
initial results are positive, and we expect to expand this
programme to an additional 5-10 corporate customers
during Q1 of 2021.

“At PFA, we help approximately 72,000 residents of
Denmark who need health insurance, and we insure
about half a million residents so that they can receive
financial support if they temporarily or permanently lose their working capacity. It provides us with
knowledge and experience, which we use to create
a healthier working life and to increase well-being,
boost productivity and prosperity in our society.”
Mads Kaagaard
EVP for Products & Development
Executive sponsor for a healthier working life

PFA’s work with creating healthier working lives
contributes to the following UN Global Goals:

We have also launched a pilot project in 2020 where we
used AI to assist in the identification of those customers who were most at risk of long-term sickness absence
and offering them extra help. The efforts are mainly
directed at psychological disorders and physical injuries
to the upper body. The initial results are promising, and
customers are often grateful for the assistance they get
in what is sometimes an overwhelming situation.
Finally, in 2020 we have also begun asking our customers elaborating questions when they request payouts for
reduced occupational capacity. All injuries are now examined so that we can offer help when relevant. This has
allowed us to serve even more customers via PFA EarlyCare programmes in 2020 compared to previous years.
Sharing knowledge about stress and sustainable
management techniques
For several years, we have worked with The Danish
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Association of Managers and Executives to run an
advisory table on stress. Among other things, this partnership has resulted in a report that we published in
2020. Here we presented cases and a general model for
thinking about performance and well-being as an interrelated issue. The ambition was to inspire managers in
Denmark to act so that management factors are sustainable and result in better performance, well-being and
help to prevent stress.
We will continue this partnership with The Danish Association of Managers and Executives in 2021 to learn more
about how we can together create a healthier working life
in Denmark.
About PFA EarlyCare
PFA EarlyCare is a health solution that ensures early
intervention when the first indications of a long-term
illness are seen. The aim is to help customers already on
day one of their sick leave if they become absent on partial sick leave or are very likely to face a sick leave.

We use a holistic approach that focuses on every aspect.
We use the knowledge we have at PFA and collaborate
with our partners to take on the responsibility together. The advantages are, among other things, that the
employee gets through the illness easier, has fewer sick
days and with less costs for everyone involved. Individual
programmes vary based on the diagnosis, the individual
and the individual’s life situation. There are three types
of PFA EarlyCare programmes: Not yet absent due to
illness, absent due to illness for under three months and
absent due to illness for over three months.
About the proactive PFA EarlyCare
It may be difficult to reach out and ask for help when
you become sick - therefore, we are using PFA EarlyCare
proactively to reach out to customers* when we know
they are absent due to illness and offer them our help
in returning to work. This proactive engagement means
that we are now helping many more customers than
before.
*Customers who have applied for PFA Occupational Capacity or used their
PFA Health Insurance.

Proactive PFA EarlyCare programmes and PFA EarlyCare programmes

PFA Health Guide
contacts the
employee
proactively
The employee
shows first signs
of illness/is
reported sick

The employee
accepts

A tailored
programme is
prepared for the
employee
The employee
contacts PFA’s
Health Guides

The programme
is finalised*

The programme
is commenced

* Finalised programme: The employee is reported fit for duty and has returned to work. Some employees will switch to a long-term sick leave or a permanent
sick-leave
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Number of calls to PFA
Health Centre:

PFA Health Centre
Customer satisfaction:

Proactive calls to
customers:

214,541

NPS 62

1,736

Total number of newly
commenced PFA EarlyCare programmes:

Number of proactive
PFA EarlyCare
programmes:

2,252

650

Number of completed
PFA EarlyCare
programmes in 2020:
The programmes still
in progress will continue in 2021 and end when
finalised

1,240

Number of proactive
PFA EarlyCare
programmes finalised:

496
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A good senior life
An interview at a PFA Senior Day
event was a contributing factor to us, as a
couple, having the opportunity to openly
talk about senior life, which is something
we are now very grateful for.
Gert Rode
PFA customer
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Gert and Janne are a married couple who have both
retired. Janne was the first to retire, and Gert followed
one and a half years later. Gert’s latest job was working as the CEO of a Danish subsidiary of an international
company. Janne, after 32 years at the largest airline in
Scandinavia, also spent more than 6 years working for
Denmark’s largest pharmaceutical company. Today, Gert
actively participates in local politics and is involved in the
municipality’s sustainability strategy. Janne is the chair of
their homeowner’s association and they both lead highly active lives. They have two adult children and two
grandchildren.
In 2020, Janne and Gert were interviewed for PFA’s virtual Senior Day event, which had over 1,500 participants.
The event focused on how to switch from working life to a
good senior life.
Besides representatives from PFA, speakers included Danish lifestyle expert and TV host Christina Feldthaus, as well
as Danish author and journalist, Peter Faber. The event
was hosted by Ida Wohlert from Go’ Morgen Danmark (a
popular Danish morning television show).

Speak with each other about what
this new world looks like. And, consider staggering your retirement. It
is a huge transition, and many people find it difficult to handle. It is
the biggest decision of your life.”
Janne Sødring
PFA customer
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A good senior life

New opportunities for a good
and active senior life
Pensions and a good senior life have been a subject of heavy public debate and a focus area for PFA’s business activities during the past year. Among other things, this is due to the political agreement about the option for people with
very long careers to retire early, the so-called ‘Arne reform’ (‘Arne’ was a blue-collar Danish worker who had worked
for 40 years and was used by the Social Democrats in their election campaign to show why some people deserve to
have the option to retire early). The agreement was passed in the fall, which means that approximately 41,000 residents of Denmark will be entitled to take an early retirement from 2022.

PFA supports the reform’s goal of helping those who are
worn out after a long working life. At the same time, it
is positive that there has been no changes made to the
generally increasing retirement age, which is a critical
factor in ensuring financially safe retirements in the welfare state even as life expectancies increase. However,
the risk of people being worn out after a long working
life is not just addressed via early retirement. For PFA, it
is critical that we also work in a more targeted manner
with planning the late-life career and the opportunities
for gradually transitioning to retirement.
The agreement also adds complexity to the already complex Danish pension system. As always, we are of course
ready to help our customers gain a deeper understanding of their options via our advisory services, but adding
more complexity is a step in the wrong direction. With
this agreement, it is extra important that the pension
committee that has been set up can thoroughly ‘clean
up’ the laws and regulations that hinder the creation of
a simpler and more transparent pension system that the
people in Denmark deserve. We will naturally be monitoring these issues with great interest and would like to
contribute with our own input as well.
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Private sector nursing homes, senior housing and
senior co-housing communities worth DKK 2.5 billion
Having a home that suits your life situation contributes to
ensuring a good, safe and active senior life. Therefore, PFA
is offering several different housing options for the elderly, and in 2020 we expanded our housing offers to seniors
even further. Among other things, this was accomplished
via a joint venture agreement with the non-profit charity
OK-Fonden, where we will work together to create private
sector nursing homes, senior housing and senior co-housing communities in 10 major Danish cities. The construction
projects are expected to begin in the coming years, and
the investments will total DKK 2.5 billion. The first project
(in Slagelse) has already been determined.
With private sector nursing homes, we can now offer a
full range of housing options for seniors both in the 3rd
and 4th age. For PFA, it has always been important that
we are able to supplement the public welfare system via
supplemental savings, insurance products for reduced
occupational capacity and health insurance. Therefore, we
also view the creation of private sector nursing homes as
a supplement to what the public sector can offer and as a
solution to address the challenges that Danish society is
facing in terms of ensuring that there are enough nursing
home spots available for the elderly in the future.

Regular pension payouts

Number of pension consultations

DKK 7.6 billion

73,275

Customers who receive regular pension payouts

Customer satisfaction with the advisory services

102,000

9.2 out of 10
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In 2020, we have also set up the joint company that will
develop our new concept for serviced senior homes. The
company will be operated under a partnership with the
English Audley Group, and together, we will be constructing up to 2,600 exclusive serviced senior homes in the
coming years. In 2020, Mikala Kreiser was hired as CEO
for the joint company. The homes are being launched
under the concept name of Evia Living, and those interested can now sign up for an interest list.
Our senior housing offers are an integrated part of our
valuable offers to customers of all ages, as PFA customers can also get access to the housing on offer for their
parents or grandparents. In addition to the homes, we
have also developed the PFA Senior Housing Standard
which contains 46 requirements for ensuring that all the
special needs that are associated with senior life are
met. All PFA’s senior homes are constructed in compliance with this standard, and everyone is free to use it
for construction or renovation projects.

Seniorboligstandard

®

“At PFA, our regular pension payouts to more than
100,000 pensioners amount to approximately DKK
7.6 billion. This is a significant contribution to the
financial security in the third age. However, having
money to live on is not enough, it is also important
to have a good quality of life. Therefore, we support our customers in creating the prerequisites and
frameworks for a safe, active and good senior life.
We use new solutions to supplement public sector benefits, and we make an active contribution to
ensuring that the Danish pension system is continually being developed.”
Allan Polack
Group CEO
Executive sponsor for the good senior life

PFA Senior Housing Standard
homes built

152

PFA’s work with the good senior life contributes
to the following UN Global Goals:

PFA Senior Housing Standard
homes being constructed

184 *
Better knowledge and tools for the late-life career
can be a win-win-win scenario
There are major advantages to be gained for employees,
companies, organisations and society at large if workplaces become better at building the framework for the
final phase of working life and, particularly, if they allow
for more flexible retirement plans. Many seniors do not
want to stop working from one day to the next, and
companies are increasingly facing the need to retain this
experienced part of their workforce. On a societal level,
we could improve the public finances by approximately
DKK 13.5 billion if Denmark were able to reach Swedish
levels of employment for seniors. That was revealed by a
study from the Danish Government’s senior think tank.

To address these challenges, PFA has developed a comprehensive concept for the late-life career that can help
to manage the dialogues at the workplaces - both in very
specific terms between the manager and the employee,
but also in more general terms in the context of creating a coherent strategy and policy for the area. In 2020,
we went a step further by launching a quality standard
for late-life careers. This is a tool that can make it easier
to work with and focus on late-life careers in companies,
including the dialogues with elderly employees about
their desires and needs for their late-life career and
what the workplace can offer in that context.

*expected number
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We have developed the standard together with the consultancy firm Hildebrandt & Brandi.
In connection with the development of the quality standard, PFA and Hildebrandt & Brandi have also
worked with EPSI Rating Danmark to complete studies
of 2,500 people working in Denmark and 200 companies about late-life careers. Among other things, the
studies show that three out of four companies do not
have a clear policy for senior working life, and under half
of the companies have incorporated discussions about
senior working life in annual review discussions with
employees.
This may mean that in some companies there are no discussions about what the elderly employees might want
or need and what the workplace can provide - and this
may result in misunderstandings occurring. For example, the studies show that three out of four employees
would like to work shorter hours after they reach the
age of 60, while 53 per cent do not see any opportunities for working shorter hours in their current role,
even though 80 per cent of companies say that employees already have that option today. We want to address
some of these challenges with the quality standard,
which is a part of the comprehensive concept for the
late-life career.
Knowledge and inspiration about a good senior life
In 2020, we have continued working with sharing knowledge and inspiration about a good senior life. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, however, this has not been possible
to do via physical events to the same extent. Therefore, we have instead taken our online offers to the next
level and via that approach reached out to a lot of our
customers.
The biggest event was the PFA Senior Day 2020, which
took place as a 2-hour online event on Sunday 1 November. 1,500 people logged in to participate in the virtual
senior event, and we estimate that up to 3,000 people
were watching as the majority of those logged in had
noted that someone else would be watching with them
when signing up. The event included presentations from
external and internal experts and the host was journalist
Ida Wohlert, known from Go’ Morgen Danmark (a popular morning television show).
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Number of participants in PFA’s
courses and senior days

6,321

Satisfaction score
for courses and after-work meetings

9.0 out of 10
Satisfaction score
for senior webinars

4.4 out of 5
In 2020, we have continued working in a targeted manner with finding knowledge, solutions and inspiration
that can contribute to creating a good, active and safe
senior life. That work will continue to be an important
focus area in the coming years.

PFA’s current and planned senior housing facilities

Viborg
North Zealand
The Aarhus
area
Hillerød
Horsens

Høje Tåstrup
The Copenhagen
area

Odense

Slagelse

Køge

Sønderborg

PFA Senior Housing
Senior-friendly homes built according to the
PFA Senior Housing Standard.

Serviced senior housing - Evia Living
Exclusive serviced senior housing units that
combine access to attractive shared facilities
with expanded services and access to care.

PFA Senior co-housing communities
Here, people will have their own homes while
being part of a voluntary community and having access to a number of common areas.

Private sector nursing homes
Private sector nursing homes operated by
OK-Fonden, which can be freely selected if
you have been admitted to a nursing home by
the municipality.
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A sustainable PFA
Transparency is necessary when
symptoms of stress appear. You
have to be brave enough to talk
about it. Realising that has been
helpful for me. PFA takes health
issues seriously, and I experienced
that myself. Among other things,
I participated in a coaching
programme and was introduced to
tools that I can use to maintain a
balanced state of mind.
Jan Godtfredsen, 55
Wealth adviser, PFA
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Jan is 55 years old and has worked for PFA as a wealth
adviser since 2017, specialising in pensions. Before he
began working for PFA, he experienced a brief period
where he suffered from stress. At PFA, he participated
in the ‘Keep Your Balance’ course and has subsequently
been involved in a coaching programme as he experienced
symptoms of stress. Both initiatives are covered by PFA’s
health strategy. Jan and his manager are both mindful of
the need for a healthy working life and are in dialogue on
an ongoing basis. The coaching programme was an introduction to practical tools that he could use to maintain a
balance. These are tools that he uses if he begins finding
himself out of balance.
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A sustainable PFA

Committed employees
performed admirably
Our journey towards sustainability today begins with ourselves, therefore, we operate under the slogan
“A sustainable PFA” to integrate sustainability into the way we operate as a company. It goes without saying that PFA wants to live up to the same requirements and expectations that we have to the surrounding
world and the companies and projects we invest in.

When it comes to discussing responsibility in PFA’s own
operations in 2020, there is no getting around talking
about the COVID-19 pandemic. This resulted in major
working life changes for most employees and managers, but despite the many changes, they have ensured
that PFA has been able to be present and relevant
for customers throughout this historic period. Even
when society began shutting down, first in the middle of March and then again in the autumn, PFA has
never been shut down. To be on the safe side, we have
taken precautionary measures since spring that exceed
the recommendations and guidelines issued by the
authorities.
The organisation’s ability to adapt and maintain a committed and productive staff during times of great change
was clearly seen in the annual engagement survey. 93.5
per cent of PFA’s staff responded to this year’s engagement survey, and it showed a significant increase in
engagement and improved results for all the major topics in the survey compared to the year before.
In 2020, we also introduced more flexible working
arrangements for PFA’s employees. Increased flexibility has provided employees more opportunities to
schedule their daily working lives. This can also help
to improve productivity, boost well-being and reduce

stress. Therefore, PFA’s employees have been offered
the choice of working from home up to two days per
week. in addition, employees and all management tiers
at PFA have been entitled to choose a 4-day work week
at 80 per cent of their salary and the right to return to
full-time work again. The thinking behind this is that
we all go through different phases in our working lives,
and sometimes we may be in a phase where we want to
work a little less. This could be due to children, pursuing
a course of education, doing various projects or if close
family members need extra help and care.
Just as we are always working to help our customers create a healthier working life, over several years we have
also focused on working in a targeted manner with the
health of the PFA organisation. In 2020, we were particularly focused on mental health and management. We
also used our own organisation at PFA to evaluate a pilot
project involving a new initiative for proactively contacting certain employees who are absent due to illness to
ensure that they receive the right kind of help quickly you can read more about this on page 25.
Overall, these initiatives have contributed to the sickness absence at PFA falling significantly in the last few
years. Naturally, we are extremely pleased about these
results, and we aim to do even better in the future.

6.0

PFA’s engagement survey

Employee engagement*
PFA compared to the finance and insurance industry**
Would recommend others to apply for a job at PFA

2020

2019

2018

6.0

5.9

5.9

6.0 / 5.2

5.8 / 5.2

5.8 / 5.3

6.2

6.0

5.8

*PFA’s engagement survey is based on a scale of 1-7 where 7 is the best score. **PFA’s engagement survey is compared to Enalyzer’s industry benchmark for the
Danish finance and insurance industry. In 2020, we could benchmark 20 out of 40 questions from PFA’s engagement survey against the industry, and therefore it
is only the total scores for these questions that have been used in the industry comparison.
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A helping hand to society during the COVID-19
pandemic
After the COVID-19 pandemic hit Denmark, PFA
launched several initiatives to contribute to
society:
• We paid some suppliers early to help them with
liquidity issues in a difficult time
• We made it possible for PFA health professionals to help in the Danish healthcare system
• We rescheduled renovation and maintenance
tasks to earlier dates to support the construction industry
• We gave a helping hand to those struggling to
pay the rents for their offices/stores/etc.
• We ensured that our customers would have the
opportunity to get treatments digitally via PFA
Health Insurance
• We created a COVID-19 website and set up
a psychologist hotline for our corporate and
organisational customers
• We opened up for the possibility of temporarily
pausing pension payments for self-employed
people and other companies.

Diversity as a strength
We are working towards promoting a diverse and inclusive culture at PFA. This is something we do, because we
believe that this creates better results for our customers
and higher levels of job satisfaction for our employees. In
2020, we have also prepared a personnel policy for diversity and inclusion. This policy is based on the notion that
individuals should have the opportunity to contribute to
creating results and being part of the community without
changing who they are. We want to create equal opportunities for everyone, so that it is only a person’s ambitions,
competences and commitment that determines their
career opportunities at PFA. We also want to work in a
targeted manner to create a culture that is open and free
of deliberate and subconscious assumptions, prejudices
and discrimination.
Besides the preparation of the personnel policy for
diversity and inclusion, we also held a workshop for
the Executive Board and VP-level about ‘blind spots and
unconscious biases in 2020. We will continue working with
diversity issues in 2021 with several planned initiatives
- including workshops for managers and implementing
the diversity policy into our recruitment and performance

“PFA was founded to make a positive difference to
society, and this responsibility is something we take
seriously in everything we do. As a customer-owned
company, we have the same interests as our customers, and this is reflected in our value proposition.”

Anders Damgaard
Group CFO
Executive sponsor for a sustainable PFA

PFA’s work with a sustainable PFA contributes
to the following UN Global Goals:

follow-up processes, our manager development programmes and in our communications.
Minimising PFA’s climate footprint
As a financial company, PFA’s own CO2 emissions (what
are called scope 1 and 2 emissions in the terminology)
are very modest compared to the emissions from our
investments, which are categorised as scope 3 emissions. Therefore, for several years we have worked
with reducing the CO2 emissions from our investments,
and this year, we have committed ourselves to working
with the Paris Agreement’s goal of keeping temperature increases below 1.5 degrees in our investment
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processes and to ensure net zero carbon emissions from
those investments by no later than 2050 (for more information, see page 18). In 2020, we have also expanded
our methodology for measuring our own CO2 emissions
(scope 1 and 2) so that we can work in a more targeted
manner in reducing them.
Among other things, our initiatives will include solar panels on our renovated headquarters building and a review of
our largest sources of emissions will result in plans for how
to reduce those emissions even more.
Until we manage to reduce our own CO2 emissions to be
as low as possible, we will compensate for our climate
footprint via purchasing verified carbon credits so that
PFA’s operations from 2020 onwards will be carbon neutral once these credits are included. We want to ensure
that we choose to implement initiatives that have a verified, measurable and additional impact on reducing our
climate footprint. PFA does not view climate compensation credits as a substitute for doing the actual work
involved in reducing the emissions from our activities,
but we view it as something that makes a positive contribution while we reduce our emissions.
Data ethics and responsible data management
At PFA, we work with digitalisation to live up to future
expectations for a modern pension company and to
make PFA even more relevant to our customers. New
technologies such as AI and machine learning provide
new opportunities for serving our customers, but they
also involve new risks. Thanks to advanced data processing and AI, in the coming years PFA will be able to offer
you new digital services that will be far more targeted
towards individual customer needs and circumstances.
And with this new technology, we will also be better able
to identify customer groups that may particularly benefit from PFA’s offers concerning preventive initiatives and

treatment, thereby expanding the safety net provided by
PFA’s insurance plans.
PFA knows that increased digitalisation comes with a great
responsibility. We want to ensure that our customers feel
safe at PFA, regardless of how comfortable they are with
digital solutions, and we want to ensure that AI is only
used for purposes that are compatible with PFA’s fundamental values as a customer-owned pension company.
The responsible use of data is not just about complying
with the general regulations concerning the protection of personal data that PFA is subject to, it also
involves PFA’s own data ethics principles. These serve
as the compass for PFA’s ongoing development and our
advanced use of data and AI.
PFA’s work with data ethics is an ongoing effort that
will continue in 2021, and it may result in the principles
being amended.
As a pension company for 1.3 million people in Denmark, PFA has set up an infrastructure that can process
a lot of customer data. We are subject to comprehensive
statutory obligations for data security and data protection, and processing data securely and responsibly is an
integrated part of our culture and processes. At PFA, IT
systems and processes are developed with a focus on
our customer’s data security, and we have strict requirements for the validation and quality of the data that we
use in the customer relationship.
PFA has organised itself in such a manner that there is
a continual monitoring and control to ensure that data
security remains robust. We have procedures that ensure
that any suspected or identified breach of data security
is immediately investigated so that the scope and impact
of the incident on PFA’s customers can be determined,

PFA’s data ethics principles
• AI must be used on a sound basis and be in the best interests of our customers and society.
• The development of algorithms for AI must follow a controlled and documented process with
an integrated assessment of whether the results are explainable and non-discriminatory.
• Transparency and information must ensure understanding of and trust in PFA’s AI-based digital customer solutions.
• PFA’s customers must always have access to advice and guidance and have their complaints
processed by a physical person.
The full version of the principles and additional information on this can be found at pfa.dk.
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and the Danish Data Protection Agency is also notified
as per the applicable regulations.
In 2020, PFA has reported 53 personal data security breaches to the Danish Data Protection Agency and
in total, 1,096 persons were impacted. In 46 of the 53
reported personal data security breaches only one or
two people were impacted.
Responsible headquarters operations
For many years, the operations of PFA’s headquarters
have taken the environment into account, and we are
constantly looking for ways to optimise things to be
greener within the current framework. We have stopped

offering mineral water in plastic bottles at our meetings and we also do not use plastic coffee cups. PFA’s
canteen is bronze-labelled, which means that the percentage of organic products is at least 45 per cent. As
far as possible, we look to procure Danish raw materials and the environmental labels, animal welfare and
sustainability are all factored in to the purchasing processes. In addition, all cleaning agents must at least
carry the Nordic Swan ecolabel. This is how we attempt
to live up to our corporate responsibility - by thinking
about the environment in all our daily actions and choices, both when it comes to green electricity, sustainable
production of printed materials or by replacing plastic
bags with recyclable linen bags.

Occupational injuries

Number of occupational injuries

2020

2019

2018

21*

9

8

PFA has an Occupational Safety and Health (OHS) organisation whose purpose is to contribute towards creating a safe and healthy working environment at PFA.
The figures are based on the reports that PFA has made to the Danish Working Environment Authority.
*The increase in 2020 is due to 10 cases of COVID-19 being reported in connection with performing work.
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PFA Brug Livet Fonden
PFA Brug Livet Fonden is PFA’s charitable foundation,
established in 2009. PFA Brug Livet Fonden wants to
offer a helping hand to those who are passionate about
working to help others live their lives to the fullest, and
each year it chooses new causes to work with. Throughout the year, PFA has worked with PFA Brug Livet
Fonden’s causes to promote awareness of the causes
and their activities. Among other things, this resulted in
a video about each cause which was created in collaboration with PFA Brug Livet Fonden. The videos can be
used by the causes to generate awareness and this can
contribute to attracting both volunteers and creating
future partnerships. The five videos can be seen at PFA
Brug Livet Fonden's homepage. We have also involved
our PFA employees in fundraising for the causes by
donating DKK 100 to them for each employee who completed the PFA guide on climate investments. PFA also
chose to donate an additional DKK 100 per employee.
PFA Brug Livet Fonden received 54 proposals for nomination, and 45 of them fulfilled the foundation’s criteria.
After reviewing the years’ proposals for nomination in
December 2020, it became evident that children and
families in difficult circumstances were the focal point

In 2020, For Lige Vilkår’s corps of voluntary
assessors were named as one of PFA Brug Livet
Fonden’s Causes of the Year 2021.
The photo shows Pernille Baungaard and Julie
Kyndesgaard from For Lige Vilkår.
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of the initiatives which PFA Brug Livet Fonden felt could
make the most difference for those passionate about
helping others. In a time of social isolation, PFA Brug
Livet Fonden found it particularly important to draw
attention to those who are creating communities to
address some of the most difficult life challenges people
face. This was the basis for selecting the year’s causes.
The Causes for the Year 2021:
• For Lige Vilkår, the corps of voluntary assessors - DKK
50,000
• Skyggebørn - DKK 50,000
• Mentorbarn - Relationer for livet - DKK 25,000
• Ønskeland - DKK 25,000
• Forældre & Sorg - Landsforeningen Spædbarnsdød DKK 25,000.

Follow-up on scheduled activities in 2020
Initiatives in 2020

Status

Description

Completed

In 2020, PFA worked together with
215 companies to implement health
initiatives and published a report on
stress and how to ensure a sustainable
working life. You can read more about
this on page 25.

Completed

PFA’s new CR strategy “Sustainability
today” has been prepared and
approved by the Executive Board. You
can read more about this on pages
14-15.

Completed

PFA has launched a new climate-friendly
savings solution for our customers
(PFA Climate Plus) where customers
can receive an indication of the CO2
emissions from their pension savings.

Partially completed

We have continued to work with
integrating sustainability as a
factor when we assess our unlisted
investments.

Partially completed

PFA has prepared a combined overview
of PFA’s contributions to the UN Global
Goals. You can find this overview on
page 44.

As an active owner, we want to
influence the companies we invest in to
pursue a sustainable course. We want
to be more proactive in this area, and,
in 2020, we will continue to refine our
approach.

Completed

PFA has refined the proactive ownership
processes which, among other things,
has resulted in the divestment of a few
fossil fuel companies. You can read
more about PFA’s work with active
ownership on page 20.

Develop and implement a new green
savings solution for our customers.

Completed

PFA Climate Plus has been developed
and launched. You can read more about
this on page 18.

Launch initiatives for, among others,
PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes to
create better working conditions for
close family members of people who
are struggling.

Planned, but not completed due
to COVID-19 restrictions.

PFA planned to hold a conference for
the causes, but this was cancelled due
to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.

Enter partnerships to create solutions
for a better and healthier working life.

Prepare an overall strategy for PFA’s
work with responsibility for the 20202023 period based on PFA’s new
strategy: Commercial Responsibility
2023.

Focus more on making it clear to the
individual customers what impact our
investments (and thus the customers’
pension savings) have on society.

Integrate a method to create
more transparency on the social
and environmental impacts of our
investments in unlisted companies.

Prepare an overall status report on
PFA’s contributions to the UN Global
Goals number 3, 7, 12, 13 and 17.
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Initiatives and targets for 2021
A sustainable PFA
Initiative

2021 target

A carbon neutral PFA

• Quantifiable targets + plan for implementing a reduction of PFA’s scope 1 & 2 emissions across the overall categories.
• Purchasing carbon credits from verified projects for PFA’s 2020 emissions.

PFA’s health strategy

• Formulate a vision and qualify the health strategy purpose and targets within physical, mental and social health.
• Specify the strategy initiatives and decide which data can meaningfully show the
progress of the initiatives in 2021 and follow up on them on a quarterly basis.

Diversity at PFA

•
•
•
•

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

• Supporting this year’s causes and completing a new campaign in the autumn of
2021.
• Continue to develop the foundation - including, if relevant, proposals for renewal to
the Board of Directors.
• Enhanced social media activities.

Responsible data
management

• New data ethics policy.
• Implementation of a data ethics policy, including training, workflows, etc.

PFA ESG analysis

• Complete an external ESG analysis of PFA.

PFA’s tax footprint

• Prepare a more detailed version of PFA’s tax footprint

Workshops for senior managers and managers at PFA.
Implementation in the annual compass dialogue.
Review of language used in job adverts and internal communication.
Using more cases in recruitment processes.

A healthier working life
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Initiative

2021 target

Behaviour, culture &
governance

• Develop and launch a standard for the healthy workplace.
• Work together with external partners to create more knowledge and have more
dialogues about sustainable working life.

Proactive preventive
measures & treatment

• Expand upon the pilot project collaboration about offering a proactive PFA EarlyCare
process for new corporate customers.
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Responsible investments
Initiative

2021 target

PFA Climate Plus

• Fulfil the promises about CO2 reductions made to the customers.

Exposure to fossil fuels

• Active ownership for fossil fuel equities.
• Review and reduce the holdings of fossil fuel corporate bonds.

Green investments

• Seek out and create unlisted investment opportunities that can support the ambition of being the best at generating sustainable returns and fulfilling promises to
customers about reducing CO2 emissions.

Code of Conduct & Tax

• Revisit and, if relevant, update PFA’s Code of Conduct for investments.
• Tax Code of Conduct - implement a process for spot checks.

CO2 targets for the whole
investment portfolio

• Set quantifiable targets for the coming year’s reduction of PFA’s CO2 emissions from
investments in accordance with the guidelines of the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance
for the following asset classes: Properties, loans and equities.
• Specify quantifiable targets for green investments.

A good senior life
Initiative

2021 target

Health & care

• Increase investments in private sector nursing homes via the partnership with
OK-Fonden.
• Contribute to the societal debate on the future of elder care.
• Increase the use of senior health insurance.

Transition from working life
to senior life

• Rollout of the entire PFA late-life career concept and support the senior policies of
corporate and organisational customers.
• Increase the use of partial retirement with savings at PFA.
• Complete the PFA Senior Forum.
• Continue holding senior courses and improve the opportunities to hold digital
seminars.

Housing

•
•
•
•

More homes constructed using the senior housing standard.
Create more senior co-housing communities.
Strengthen the collaboration with municipalities.
First project for serviced senior housing units has been identified.
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PFA supports the UN’s 17 Global Goals for
Sustainable Development
PFA supports the UN’s 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development. With more than 1.3 million customers and around DKK 600 billion under management, we have a significant amount of influence. Here you
can read about our work with maximising the positive influence we have and minimising the negative
impacts using the Global Goals as our guide.

How we work to make a positive difference
We work with the UN Global Goals because as a company, we need to take on our part of the responsibility
for creating a better world and because we believe
that being part of solving some of the world’s great
challenges can create both innovation and profitable
opportunities. We have decided to work with five of the
Global Goals that are directly related to our core business and which we will focus our efforts on.
These five goals are goal 3 (Good health and well-being),
goal 7 (Affordable and clean energy), goal 12 (Responsible consumption and production), goal 13 (Climate

action) and goal 17 (Partnerships for the goals). The climate and sustainability goals will to a great extent need
to be realised via responsible investments, while health
and well-being are a critical part of our core efforts to
ensure a healthier working life and a good senior life.
Responsible consumption and production is both relevant to PFA as a supplier of critical benefits, as an
investor and in our own operations, whereas the partnerships for the goals aspect is already an integrated
part of how we work.
An overview of the 17 UN Global Goals and how they
relate to PFA’s business activities is found below.

Influence

Possibility
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How we minimise the risk of negative impact
PFA operates in areas that have a great impact on individuals, whether this involves ensuring financial security
as a pensioner, helping in the event of illness or providing insurance against critical events that may occur
in life. If we do not live up to our customers’ expectations in such situations, it may have a negative impact
on health and well-being (goal 3). At the same time,
the sheer size of our investments mean that we have a
potentially significant impact on companies, local communities and the world at large. In theory, this means
that there is a risk of us having a negative impact on all
17 of the Global Goals.

Finally, the global goals are not always in line with each
other. For example, one dilemma involves the elimination
of poverty (goal 1) and providing decent jobs and economic growth (goal 8) on the one hand while also taking
good care of the climate (goal 13) and biodiversity (goals
14 and 15) on the other.

Responsible investments

A healthier working life

• PFA’s policy for responsible investments
• PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active
ownership
• PFA’s guidelines for casting votes at companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders
• PFA’s guidelines for the implementation of responsible
tax practices in the investment process
• PFA’s guidelines for responsible investments in government bonds
• PFA’s guidelines for the implementation of the Paris
Agreement in investment processes
• PFA’s guidelines for the implementation of the UN’s
guidelines for business and human rights in the investment process
• The 10 principles of the UN Global Compact for
responsible business behaviour

• PFA’s policy for responsible investments
• The 10 principles of the UN Global Compact for
responsible business behaviour

To reduce the risk of our business activities having a
negative impact on the world, we have prepared policies, guidelines and processes to address the main risks.
Below is a non-exhaustive overview of the core frameworks that we have set up to minimise the risk of having
a negative impact on the world.

A good senior life
• PFA’s policy for responsible investments
• The 10 principles of the UN Global Compact for
responsible business behaviour

A sustainable PFA
• PFA’s policy for responsible investments
• The 10 principles of the UN Global Compact for
responsible business behaviour
• PFA’s tax policy
• PFA’s personnel policy
• Personnel policy for diversity and inclusion
• Targets and policies for the gender composition in
management roles in the PFA Group.
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Business model, policies, data
and financial ratios
PFA’s business model
PFA was founded by employer and employee organisations for the purpose of ensuring that employees and
their families have financial security when they become too old to work, if they lose their work capacity
or if they change jobs. Due to the more than 1.3 million customers, the company’s origins and its business
activities, PFA is an integrated and key actor in Danish society. This means that we have a special kind of social
responsibility, and this is also expressed in the expectations people have for PFA. Therefore, part of the business model involves making contributions that promote a positive development of society based on PFA’s
business activities. This takes place via integrating sustainability and responsibility issues in our daily operations and by actively contributing to developments and the debate in relevant areas.
To ensure that PFA works towards contributing to addressing the general societal challenges, PFA actively uses
the UN Global Goals to plan and report on the work with corporate responsibility, with a particular focus on the
goals where our business model can best contribute to a sustainable transition in our society. PFA’s activities
mainly work with goal 3 (Good health and well-being), goal 7 (Affordable and clean energy), goal 12 (Responsible consumption and production), goal 13 (Climate action) and goal 17 (Partnerships for the goals). In addition,
we are conscious of the fact that we need to limit our negative impacts.
Read more about PFA’s work with the UN Global Goals on page 44. You can also see a visual presentation of
PFA’s business model on pages 8-9.

Policies
The framework for PFA’s work with corporate responsibility
PFA was founded to make a positive contribution to society, and today our guiding star for that work is our
overall purpose: Sustainability today for a good life tomorrow. PFA’s policy for corporate responsibility and our
new CR strategy “Sustainability today” sets the framework and direction for our work with corporate responsibility. Targets and initiatives are identified at the beginning of each year based on this framework.
Corporate responsibility based on international conventions and guidelines
PFA’s policy for corporate responsibility is based on international principles and conventions that are focused
on respecting human rights, labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption work. The work is based on
compliance with:
• The UN Global Compact’s 10 principles for responsible corporate behaviour, with a focus on human rights,
labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption work. PFA endorsed these principles in 2009.
• The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights which became part of PFA’s corporate responsibility policy in 2016.
• The Paris Agreement’s global climate goals for reducing the emission of greenhouse gases. The Paris Agreement became incorporated into PFA’s policy for corporate responsibility in 2016, and in 2020 we committed
ourselves to ensuring that our investments will comply with the target of keeping global temperature increases to a maximum of 1.5 degrees in this century. This is to be achieved via our membership of the UN-founded organisation called the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance.
• The six UN-backed principles for responsible investments, where PFA re-entered the organisation called
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) in 2016.
• The OECD’s ‘Base Erosion and Profit Shifting’ action plan (BEPS), which is aimed at closing tax loopholes and
preventing double taxation and double non-taxation. This was incorporated in PFA’s policy for corporate
responsibility in 2018.
In addition, we will also comply with our other policies and guidelines. The relevant ones can be found at pfa.dk.
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Responsible tax practices
PFA’s responsible tax practices are described in the ‘Responsible investments’ section on page 21 of the report.
Changes and additions to PFA’s policies and guidelines in 2020
Revised policy for responsible investments and active ownership
PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership forms the framework for our work with integrating responsibility in our investment processes. PFA bases its policy for responsible investments on international
standards and principles. The policy applies to all investments decided on by PFA.
It is intended to ensure:
• That we integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues into our investment decisions.
• That we screen all companies in our portfolio
• That we enter dialogues with companies that are suspected of violating this policy to influence them to shift
to a more responsible approach
• That we divest of or exclude companies in cases where the company is not interested in entering a dialogue
or if the dialogue does not result in positive changes
• That we exclude companies without entering a dialogue if they produce controversial armaments such as
cluster bombs, anti-personnel land mines and nuclear weapons.
• That we are transparent about our critical dialogues and exclusion list so that, among other things, our
external investment funds can ensure that their investments are in line with our policy.
We have revised the policy in 2020. Among other things, this resulted in a more detailed description of our risk
profile and the sentence ‘allowing customers to invest in an extra climate-friendly manner via PFA Climate Plus’
being added to the section on the climate and environment. In addition, the policy has been updated with the
current composition of PFA’s Responsible Investment (RI) Board and the voting rules have been added.
Voting guidelines
As a rule, PFA votes at all Danish companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders when possible. When it
comes to voting at international companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders, PFA makes a concrete
assessment of the need to vote. This assessment is based on the size of PFA’s equity interest in the company
in question, the company’s ESG risk profile and whether the company needs to be pushed in a sustainable and
value-creating direction. In addition, PFA’s participation in votes at international companies depends on what
proposals are to be voted on in addition to investment-related considerations.
At Annual General Meetings of Shareholders in Danish companies, PFA votes directly using its internal
resources. At Annual General Meetings of Shareholders in international companies, PFA votes using a proxy
consultant. Whether using a proxy consultant or not to cast votes, it is always PFA that decides whether to
vote and how to vote.
Anchoring the work with corporate responsibility
PFA's policies are decided upon by PFA’s Board of Directors, and it is our Executive Board which has the overall
responsibility for PFA’s corporate responsibility work, which is also reflected in the CR strategy. The day-to-day
work with corporate responsibility and the coordination of initiatives is conducted by the Sustainability team
together with other departments and companies in the PFA Group. Sustainability is part of the Communications & External Relations department.
The responsibility for complying with the policy for responsible investments and active ownership is with PFA’s
Responsible Investment Board. The board meets once per month and makes ongoing assessments of the progress in cases where we are in a critical dialogue with companies. The board consists of PFA’s Group CIO, Group
CFO, management and employees from PFA Asset Management, the Vice President of Communications &
External Relations and the Head of Sustainability. The terms of reference for the board can be found at pfa.dk.
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Implementing the 10 principles of the
UN Global Compact – an overview
PFA supports the UN’s 17 Global Sustainable Development Goals and focuses on the goals that relate to our
core business. Additionally, our work with corporate responsibility is based on international principles, agreements and conventions. The work is based on internationally recognised principles which are decided in the
UN and OECD and apply to, among other things, the OECD’s guidelines for multinational companies and the UN
Global Compact, which has 10 principles on human rights, labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption
work which PFA agreed to comply with in 2009. Therefore, the activities and results described in this report also
include the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact. The form below contains an overview of this work and shows
where in the report the issue in question is being described.
Global Compact
Principle
Principles 1-10

• Policy for corporate responsibility, Policy for responsible investments and
our CR strategy, “Sustainability today”
• Screening of PFA’s equity and bond portfolio
• Engagement dialogue with companies that violate PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership
• Responsible Investment Board meetings, assessments and decisions
• Code of Conduct and risk assessment of suppliers.

Page in
CR report
46
55
55
47
59

Principles 1-2
Human rights

• Due diligence work on the area of human rights in the context of working with
integrating the UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP)
into the investment process.

50

Principles 3-6
Labour rights

• Employee satisfaction, health initiatives and competence development

34

Principle 7-9
Climate and
environment

• Due diligence and climate risk management has been integrated into the
investment process
• PFA reports on its exposure to carbon emissions from the equity
portfolio
• PFA has prepared guidelines and a method for mapping CO2 emissions in
the Danish property portfolio
• PFA accounts for its own environmental and energy footprints from our
offices and sustainability initiatives
• In 2020, PFA has committed itself to ensuring that its total investments
are to be carbon-neutral by no later than 2050 - and the newly launched
product, PFA Climate Plus, will already be carbon-neutral by 2025.

50

Principle 10
Anti-corruption
work

48

PFA activities

• This is a focus area for PFA when screening and engaging in dialogue
with companies and business partners
• PFA is focused on training all employees, on an annual basis, in the PFA
Group in working with preventive measures against corruption, money
laundering, the financing of terrorism and the protection of personal
data
• PFA performs a mapping and assessment of internal processes on an
ongoing basis in order to avoid having employees involved in corruption,
bribery or obtaining unjust and illegal advantages.
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Overview of the implementation of the
Committee on Corporate Governance’s 7
recommendations for active ownership
Recommendation
1. Policy for active ownership
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
publish a policy on active ownership in connection with
equity investments in Danish listed companies.

2. Monitoring and dialogue
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
monitor and enter dialogues with the companies in which
they invest, with due regard for the investment strategy and
the principle of proportionality.

3. Escalation
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, define how they
can escalate their active ownership beyond the regular
monitoring and dialogue.

4. Cooperation with other investors
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, consider how they
cooperate with other investors to have more of an impact.

5 Voting policy
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, adopt a voting
policy and are willing to disclose whether and how they have
voted.

6. Conflicts of interest
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that the policy on active
ownership includes a description of how to identify and
manage conflicts of interest related to active ownership.

7. Reporting
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
report on their active ownership activities, including any
voting activity, at least once a year.

Follows

Reason for partly following / not following
recommendation:

Yes

PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership is made public at pfa.dk together
with the guidelines and methods that PFA uses to
base its implementation of the policy on.

Yes

PFA is in a continuous dialogue with the companies in which it invests, and PFA exercises its right
to vote at the general meetings. The approach
taken depends on the size of investments, equity interest and the possibility of contacting the
company directly. PFA’s dialogue with companies
may, among other things, be about value creation,
corporate governance, strategy and corporate
responsibility.

Yes

PFA’s policy allows PFA to:
• express its views at a company’s Annual General
Meeting of Shareholders
• hold meetings with the management team
• cooperate with other investors
• vote for and against proposals submitted at
Annual General Meetings of Shareholders
• divest itself of its holdings.

Yes

Among other things, PFA uses its membership of
the Climate Action 100+ and NEC groups to work
with other investors on active ownership. An
overview of companies who have been proven to
violate PFA’s policies is published at pfa.dk. The
overview also states who PFA works with in the
dialogue process.

Yes

PFA’s approach to voting at companies’ Annual
General Meetings of Shareholders is described in
the policy for responsible investments and active
ownership. PFA publishes its voting record for
listed companies on its homepage.

Yes

It is PFA’s Responsible Investment Board which
assesses the progress in terms of the dialogue
with companies. Any employees who might have a
conflict of interest are subject to PFA’s guidelines
for managing conflicts of interest.

Yes

PFA reports annually on active ownership activities
and results. See pages 55 to 59. PFA also updates
its log on active ownership dialogues at pfa.dk on
an ongoing basis.
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Due diligence and risk assessment
Below is an overview of PFA’s most significant risks in relation to the business activities of companies, including
(where relevant and proportional) in relation to companies’ business connections, products and services that
have a particular risk of negatively impacting human rights, social matters, the environment and climate and
the fight against corruption. This supplements the information on pages 44-45, where PFA’s business operations and their impact on the UN Global Goals for sustainable development are described.
In 2020, PFA has continued working with anchoring the processes for risk management even deeper
in the investment decisions. Another area where we are working with proactive risk management is AI
(artificial intelligence), and this work is described in more detail on page 38.
PFA continues to work with the risk assessment of CR initiatives via analyses and dialogues with customers and
other external stakeholders. The risk assessments are intended to ensure that our processes are solid and that
the prioritised initiatives help to prevent the identified risks from materialising. The table below shows the topics of our risk assessments, and based on our experience from 2020, we have updated these assessments in
relation to PFA’s opportunities and preventive measures.

Risks

Options for PFA

Preventive measures

Invest in the green transition.

Climate considerations are integrated
in our policy for responsible investments and active ownership and
investment processes

Account for PFA’s internal initiatives to
reduce our environmental impact.

Measure and release data on CO2
emissions from PFA’s equity portfolios.

Reduce CO2 emissions from PFA’s
properties and other portfolios.

In 2021, PFA will set quantifiable targets for CO2 emissions based on the
framework of the Net-Zero Asset
Owner Alliance and it will also continue
working on mapping the CO2 emissions of the various asset classes.

Be open about PFA’s investment processes and how UN conventions are
integrated into them.

Report and publish texts and investment lists at pfa.dk.

Integrate more data to monitor the
companies in PFA’s listed portfolio.

Implement PFA’s action plan for
anchoring the UN Guiding Principles
on Business and Human Rights in the
company.

Increase awareness of PFA’s policies and guidelines for working with
responsible investments.

PFA screens companies and is working
on integrating ESG data in all investment processes.

Responsible value creation

Negative impact on the environment
and climate.

That PFA, via its investments, contributes to illegal activities such as those
that violate human rights.
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PFA has a tax policy and guidelines for
how PFA should act in this area.

That PFA is linked to unethical tax
practices via its investments or investment partners.

Increase awareness of the fact that
PFA has a tax policy and guidelines
for how responsible tax practices are
managed in investment processes.

Together with a number of other companies, PFA has prepared common
tax principles to ensure responsible
tax behaviour when making unlisted investments via external asset
managers.
PFA has a Code of Conduct that
describes PFA’s expectations for our
investment counterparts and partners.
PFA uses an external business partner
to perform tax screenings on listed
investments.
PFA carries out tax-related due diligence work on unlisted investments.

That transparency about the active
ownership dialogue with a company
results in the company losing confidence in the dialogue.

Transparency provides the opportunity for the parties concerned to be
informed about how a dialogue is
progressing.

It is PFAs objective to increase transparency in the work with active
ownership, but it is also necessary
to find a balance in relation to transparency and the dialogue with the
company.

That suppliers and business partners
violate human rights.

Increase awareness of the UN Global
Compact and the work with responsible corporate practices among
suppliers.

PFA has a Code of Conduct and works
with responsible supplier management
processes.

Society
Work together with the industry and
contribute with knowledge and experience to raise awareness about
pension, health insurance and the
work with responsible investments.
Losing credibility by failing to live up to
Contribute to the public debate, where
the expectations there are for PFA, as
relevant.
a market leader, to contribute to positive developments in society.

PFA is a member of relevant
trade organisations, networks
and government initiatives.

PFA contributes to the public debate
via media stories and by holding conferences, attending events, etc.

Enter into dialogues with customers and other stakeholders to identify
what expectations there are for PFA.

PFA has a Customer Board, a Senior Customer Board, a Customer Panel
and a systematic approach to dialogue
with stakeholders in order to integrate
their knowledge and feedback in our
work.

Increase the knowledge about private finances and pension matters and
make it easier for customers by using
digital solutions.

PFA has digital advisory tools such as
the pension check and the Investment
Guide.

Education and certification of PFA’s
advisers.

PFA’s advisers all complete a
certification at the Danish
Insurance Academy in advisory
services and dissaving and compliance
with MiFID rules.

Customers

Incorrect advice to customers or
dissatisfied customers.

If customers are dissatisfied with
something, there are ways to submit a
complaint and a customer representative that they can contact.

Pfa.dk shows an overview of the
options customers have to submit a
complaint.
PFA has collected and published its
advisory recommendations.
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Learn more about how PFA works with
data security and anchoring the regulations governing the use of personal
data.
Misapplication of
customer data.

PFA has implemented the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and all employees take annual e-learning courses on preventive measures
to hinder money laundering and the
financing of terrorism and on the protection of personal data.
PFA has set up an AI Center of Excellence in order to, among other things,
ensure a responsible approach
towards working with data and AI.

Learn more about PFA’s initiatives in
the area of responsible algorithms and
how it is ensured that the work with AI
PFA has also drafted initial data ethics
is performed responsibly.
principles, and in 2021 we will establish a policy for this area.
Employees
PFA has mapped out and assessed
the internal processes to prevent
employees from becoming involved in
corruption and bribery.
That PFA’s employees or customers
are involved in corruption, bribery or
money laundering activities.

Protect customers and employees
against the risk of being involved in
illegal and unethical behaviour.

Every year, all PFA employees complete an annual e-learning course on
the prevention of money laundering
and financing of terrorism, as well as a
course on protection of personal data.
PFA also has a whistleblower portal where employees, customers and
business partners can report cases.

That employees may suddenly become
unable to work due to illness or some
other sudden event.

PFA EarlyCare helps customers/
employees return to their jobs.

PFA EarlyCare is focused on preventive
measures and is increasingly applying
a proactive approach.
PFA’s policy for corporate responsibility and employee policies plus an
annual engagement survey with follow-up dialogues in the departments.

That employees are discriminated
against or are not thriving.

Ensure that employees are committed,
healthy and thriving at work.

A health strategy has been drafted
for PFA.
A statutory workplace assessment is
also drafted focusing on the mental
and physical working environment.
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Key figures, data and data description
This part of the report is intended to serve as an overview and documentation of the progress that has been
made. The figures for 2020 appear together with the figures from the two prior years. If the figures have significantly changed from 2019, or if a new way of calculating the figures has been used, it will be briefly described
in the individual table. There are also key figures and data for the work with corporate responsibility earlier in
the report.
The figures in the report are based on those figures that are collected, calculated and applied to the activities
of the PFA Group. The selection of data has been prioritised to quantify the activities and goals that have been
given priority in PFA’s work with corporate responsibility. This part of the report also contains additional data
descriptions for ESG key figures and in-depth key figures and data for PFA’s work with corporate responsibility.
ESG key figures (Environmental, Social and Governance)
The PFA Group reports on the ESG key figures (Environmental, social and governance) for the years 2019 and
2020 in the 2020 Annual Report for PFA Holding and PFA Pension and PFA’s 2020 CR Report.

Environmental data
CO2 emissions in the company
CO2, scope 1: Scope 1 includes PFA’s fleet of cars, which consists of gas and diesel cars. The CO2 calculations
are made by the leasing company. The figures for 2020 cover the period 01/12/2019-31/11/2020 and for 2019
the period 01/12/2018-31/11/2019. The method of calculation has been updated since the last report to provide a more comprehensive and precise figure after a full transition to the leasing company. The 2019 figures
are calculated based on this new method and therefore diverge from the figures in the 2019 CR Report.
CO2, scope 2: Scope 2 is the sum of (Electricity consumption at PFA’s three locations in Copenhagen * the
emission factor provided by the supplier + electricity consumption at PFA’s office in Aarhus * the emissions
factor provided by the supplier + electricity consumption at PFA’s office in Vejle * the emission factor provided
by the supplier + district heating at PFA’s three locations in Copenhagen * the emission factor provided by the
supplier + district heating at PFA’s office in Aarhus * the emission factor provided by the supplier + district
heating at PFA’s office in Vejle * the emission factor stated by the supplier in Aarhus, as the supplier in Vejle
does not have this emission factor at hand). The emission factor for electricity at PFA’s offices in Copenhagen
are stated as 0, as PFA has purchased green certificates via Ørsted which cover PFA’s electricity consumption.
Read more about PFA’s approach to carbon neutrality on page 38.
Emissions from listed equities
The emissions from listed equities are included in the categories: ‘Total emissions in tonnes of CO2’, ‘CO2 footprint in tonnes/million USD invested’, ‘Carbon intensity in tonnes of CO2/million USD in turnover’ and ‘Weighted
average carbon intensity in tonnes of CO2/million USD in turnover’. In addition, ‘PFA’s carbon footprint from
its equity portfolio in comparison to the world equity index in per cent’ is shown for ‘All equities and our new
extra climate-friendly product ‘PFA Climate Plus’.
PFA maps the CO2 emissions from the equity portfolios based on figures from the supplier (MSCI) which gathers data on the companies’ CO2 emissions. PFA uses data and an analysis tool from MSCI ESG to estimate the
CO2 emissions derived from the equity portfolio.
Other environmental data
Energy consumption:
The energy consumption is calculated as the sum of (Fuel consumption in litres * weight in kg/l / 1000 * burn
value in GJ/t) + (diesel consumption in litres * weight in kg/l / 1000 * burn value in GJ/t) + (total electricity consumption in kWh / 1000 * 3.6) + (total district heating consumed in MWh * 3.6).
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Share of renewable energy: (Renewable energy/Energy consumption) * 100. The share of renewable energy
amounts to the part of PFA’s energy consumption that is covered via green certificates purchased from Ørsted.
Read more about PFA’s approach to carbon neutrality on page 38.
Water consumption: The total water consumption at PFA’s five locations is included in this section.

Social data
The ‘social key figures’ are based on the guide issued by the FSR - Danish Auditors (FSR), Nasdaq and the Danish Finance Society in June 2019.
Gender diversity: Gender diversity is reported on at the following levels: The Executive Board, vice presidents/directors, senior managers and managers. The key figures are based on the guide. The figures are
calculated as at 31/12-2020 and 31/12-2019.
‘Retention of customers’ does not follow the guidelines*. Included here are the retention rates for corporate and organisational customers (Number of customers at the beginning of 2020 - number of terminations in
2020) / Number of customers at the beginning of 2020 * 100.
Taxes: ‘Taxes and fees paid, DKK million’ has been included in this section.

Governance data
Gender diversity on the Board of Directors: Number of female board members / Number of board members * 100. The figures are calculated based on the composition of the Board of Directors as at 31/12-20.
Presence at board meetings: The sum of (Number of board meetings the member has been present at /
number of board meetings held in the period the member has served on the board * 100) per board member /
number of board members. The figures cover all board members over the course of the year.
Salary difference between the CEO and employees: The salary difference between the CEO and employees is in accordance with the guidelines from FSR on calculating CEO remuneration (taken from the salary note
on the Executive Board’s salary in the annual account) / average employee salary.
Figures collected and registered at PFA
The figures we have collected and registered concern the total number of customers, customer enquiries, complaints and the use of products and satisfaction surveys at PFA. Calculations for the various categories are
based on the method applied within the individual areas for calculating figures when it comes to number of
consultations, e-mails, calls and cases processed. In addition to this, data regarding employees and employee
conditions are collected and calculated internally at PFA. All figures are compiled following the year’s calculations and apply to 2020 unless otherwise specified in the note.
Figures for work with responsible investments
Figures for company screenings and dialogues with companies are based on a collaboration with an external
supplier (Sustainalytics) and other asset managers and the companies that PFA has itself been in dialogue with
over the course of the year. Voting records for companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders are based
on our own records of the companies at which PFA has voted during the year.
Figures for CO2 and resource consumption
To calculate the CO2 and resource consumption figures at PFA, we have collaborated with several suppliers of
electricity, heating, paper and transport which have provided us with the figures for 2019 and 2020. The method of calculating CO2 consumption in 2020 no longer uses the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator which was used
in the two prior years (2018 and 2019). This has an impact when comparing the figures over the years. In the
2019 CR Report, on pages 66-69 (the environmental accounts) it was also stated that the figures are not comparable with the previous years, as in April 2018, PFA began renovating its headquarters. This resulted in about
800 employees moving to other offices and smaller office spaces. The electricity and heating used by these
offices is included in the environmental accounts for 2018, 2019 and 2020 to provide an accurate representation of PFA’s consumption. CO2 emissions from air travel have not been calculated in 2019 and 2020, and it has
not been possible to register all flights taken by employees.
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Data and key figures for responsible
value creation
Data for active ownership
PFA practices active ownership
PFA prioritises active ownership, where we use our equity in companies to exert our influence. We do so to create the best possible returns for our customers and because we believe that active ownership can be the most
effective way of promoting a sustainable development. If you divest yourself of equities in a company, you
also give up on the opportunity to influence it. Therefore, PFA conducts a dialogue with companies and partners surrounding climate, environmental, social and governance issues, also called ESG factors, and votes at
companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders.
PFA manages more than 95 per cent of the total investment funds internally, and therefore, we have insight
into the companies that we invest in. This leads to good opportunities to enter dialogues directly with
companies to gain a deeper understanding of their business models and plans, and it also provides good
opportunities for using critical dialogue to encourage companies to pursue a more sustainable approach.
The active ownership dialogue requires a persistent effort over time, and therefore PFA is continually monitoring and screening its investments. Based on this, PFA enters dialogues with companies based on two
approaches: PFA has proactive dialogues with certain companies where PFA can help to move them in a more
sustainable direction in their specific areas – for example, by demanding requirements for their ambitions
concerning the green transition. In addition, PFA has reactive critical dialogues with companies that have violated - or are suspected of having violated - PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership. If
the critical dialogue does not result in the desired improvements being made, PFA may choose to exclude the
company.
PFA has dialogues both on its own and in partnerships with other investors and business partners. For example, PFA is an active part of the investor-driven initiative called Climate Action 100+, which aims at bringing
together several of the largest international investors to work together to ensure that the world’s largest
emitters of greenhouse gases are contributing to the green transition. The initiative has already achieved
significant results. PFA is also a member of the Nordic Engagement Cooperation, where PFA, together with
like-minded investors from Norway, Sweden and Finland focus on ESG issues when in dialogue with certain
companies and sectors.
PFA prioritises transparency to give our customers and other stakeholders insights into our decisions and our basis
for making them. Therefore, every six months we publish our list of equity holdings and other investment assets,
as we also regularly publish reports on the progress of our critical dialogues with companies that violate - or are
suspected of violating - our policy for responsible investments and active ownership. In addition, every year we
spend significant resources on our annual and CR reports which provide a more in-depth insight into our work with
responsible investments.
Surveillance, monitoring and screening of companies
We task Sustainalytics with screening our investments and evaluating the progress of our engagement dialogues with companies, on our behalf. PFA receives the results from these screenings and then decides for
itself whether the dialogues are sufficient in terms of progress. PFA also has direct engagement dialogues
with several companies and it also has ongoing dialogues with external asset managers about PFA’s policy for
responsible investments and active ownership.
In 2020, PFA’s portfolio for equities and credit bonds has been screened on an ongoing basis by Sustainalytics to see if there are potential violations of our policies. At the end of 2020, there were 66 companies that
had either violated our policies or where there were indications that they had violated our policy. The overview
below shows the internal distribution. The figures include companies where Sustainalytic’s dialogue with the
company is noted as concluded following the violation/indication of violation.
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Overview of engagement dialogues via Sustainalytics with companies in PFA’s portfolio
2020

2019

2018

2017

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are confirmed violations of PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership

16

15

18

34

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are indications of
PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership being
violated

50

40

33

75

Engagement dialogues via Sustainalytics in total, broken down by
company

66

55

51

109

During 2020, Sustainalytics concluded three cases after it was assessed that the companies were no longer in
violation of PFA’s policies. However, there may be cases where Sustainalytics is still engaged in dialogue with
the company about other issues.

Engagement via Sustainalytics, by subject
Area

Number

Ratio

Environment

13

17 %

Human rights

30

40 %

Labour rights

4

5%

Corruption and business practices

28

38 %

Total

75

100 %

Note: The ratios are rounded to the nearest whole number.

In 2020, we have engaged with several companies concerning multiple topics.

Overview of PFA’s direct dialogue with companies
2020

2019

2018

2017

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are confirmed
violations of PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active
ownership

1

3

4

7

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are indications
of PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership
being violated

5

9

9

6

6*

12

13

13

PFA’s direct engagement dialogues in total, broken down by
companies

For example, PFA has been in direct dialogue with Danske Bank and Macquarie concerning violations/indications of violations with respect to PFA’s policy for responsibility.
* In addition to what is shown in the tables above, we have also been the primary investor engaged in the
dialogues with Enbridge, Volkswagen and Johnson & Johnson via our membership in the Nordic Engagement
Cooperation.
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PFA also participates in selected dialogues together with Sustainalytics. The dialogue status is updated on an
ongoing basis and can be found in PFA’s log under responsible investments at pfa.dk.
Country screenings
PFA conducts its own screenings and analyses of investments in foreign government bonds. The list of countries that PFA has invested in at the end of 2020, as well as the countries that have been excluded, is available
at pfa.dk.
Voting at companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders
According to PFA’s guidelines for voting at companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders, we prioritise
voting at Danish companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders. When it comes to the Annual General Meetings of Shareholders of international companies, we collaborate with an external supplier, Glass-Lewis,
which provides analyses and voting recommendations. PFA always has the final say on how to vote at Annual General Meetings of Shareholders. During the year, we have evaluated the work with voting, including the
number of international companies where we have given priority to voting at the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders.
In 2020, PFA exercised its voting rights at 33 Danish companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders. Voting at international companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders is prioritised based on specific ESG
issues and themes that we are focused on. In 2020, we voted at 124 Annual General Meetings of Shareholders
based on a comprehensive analysis of the items on the agenda and an assessment of whether the proposals
are in line with what we focus on in the individual companies. The votes are about issues such as governance,
human rights, labour rights and the environment and climate.

PFA voted at the following Danish companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders:

Carlsberg

H+H International

Ørsted

Danske Bank

Hvidbjerg Bank Aktieselskab

Pandora

Demant

ISS

Ringkjøbing Landbobank

Djurslands Bank

Kreditbanken

Rockwool

The Drilling Company of 1972

Lån & Spar Bank

SimCorp

DSV Panalpina

Lollands Bank

Skjern Bank

FLSmidth & Co.

Møns Bank

Solar

Fynske Bank

Netcompany Group

Sydbank

Genmab

Nordfyns Bank

Tryg

GN Store Nord

Novo Nordisk

Vestas Wind Systems

H. Lundbeck

Orphazyme

Zealand Pharma

PFA voted at the general meetings of the following international companies:

Adidas AG

Equinor ASA

Novartis AG

Aflac Inc.

Estee Lauder Cos. Inc.

Oracle Corp.

AIA Group Limited

Exxon Mobil Corp.

Paychex Inc.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd

Facebook Inc.

Pepsico Inc.

Allstate Corp.

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV

Pfizer Inc.
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Amadeus IT Group S.A.

Fortive Corp

Procter & Gamble Co.

Amazon.com Inc.

Fortum Oyj

Progressive Corp.

American Electric Power Company Inc.

Freeport-McMoRan Inc

Public Service Enterprise Group Inc.

Anglo American PLC

GlaxoSmithKline PLC

Reckitt Benckiser Group PLC

Anthem Inc.

Hershey Company

RELX PLC

Aon PLC

Hiscox Ltd

Republic Services Inc.

Astra Zeneca PLC

Home Depot Inc.

RIO Tinto Ltd.

AT&T Inc.

Honda Motor

Rio Tinto PLC

Automatic Data Processing Inc.

HSBC Holdings PLC

Royal Dutch Shell PLC

Barclays PLC

Iberdrola S.A.

RSA Insurance Group PLC

Baxter International Inc.

ING Groep N.V.

S&P Global Inc.

BHP Group Limited

Insurance Australia Group Limited

Sabre Corp.

BHP Group PLC

Intel Corp.

Sage Group PLC

Boston Scientific Corp.

International Business Machines Corp.

Sanofi

Cabot Oil & Gas Corp.

Johnson & Johnson

SAP SE

Centene Corp.

JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Siemens AG

Chevron Corp.

Kering SA

Southern Company

Chubb Limited

Kerry Group PLC

Stryker Corp.

Church & Dwight Co., Inc.

Kimberly-Clark Corp.

Swiss Reinsurance Co. Ltd

Citigroup Inc.

Koninklijke Philips N.V.

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.

Clorox Co.

LafargeHolcim Ltd

TJX Companies Inc.

Coca-Cola Company

Eli Lilly & Co.

Tokyo Electric Power Co. Holdings Inc.

Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp.

Lvmh Moet Hennessy Vuitton SE

Total

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Marathon Oil Corporation

Travelers Companies Inc.

Compass Group PLC

Marsh & McLennan Cos., Inc.

Unilever N.V.

ConocoPhillips Company

Mastercard Incorporated

UnitedHealth Group Inc.

Danaher Corp.

McDonald’s Corporation

Verizon Communications Inc.

Danone

McKesson Corporation

Vodafone Group PLC

Devon Energy Corporation

Merck & Co Inc.

Waste Management Inc.

Dollar General Corporation

Microsoft Corporation

Wells Fargo & Co.

Dominion Energy Inc.

Mondelez International Inc.

Willis Towers Watson PLC

Duke Energy Corporation

Nestle S.A.

WPX Energy Inc.

Ecolab Inc.

NextEra Energy Inc.

Xcel Energy Inc.

Eni SpA

Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd

Zurich Insurance Group AG
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There are 117 companies in the list above. PFA voted at 124 foreign Annual General Meetings of Shareholders. The difference between the two figures consists of the number of extraordinary Annual General Meetings
of Shareholders held by companies in which we had already voted at the regular Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders. How PFA has voted at international companies’ Annual General Meetings of Shareholders can be
seen in PFA’s voting log at pfa.dk.
Exclusion
In 2020, based on new data from Sustainalytics, we identified another company that was exposed to the production of controversial weapons and which had not already been excluded. As a result, the company was
excluded from PFA’s investment universe. In 2020, we also added two companies to our exclusion list and
removed two others. The exclusion list, as well as the list of countries and companies PFA invests in, are available at pfa.dk.
Dialogue and transparency related to the work with responsible investments
In 2020, we continued to prioritise holding constructive dialogues with external stakeholders about our work
with responsible investments. This has made a significant contribution in terms of getting input on how to
improve our processes and focus areas for responsible investments.
In addition to the ongoing dialogues with the media and the most relevant NGOs, during the year, we also
maintained a structured dialogue with external stakeholders about the development and launch of PFA Climate
Plus to further define our work with responsible investments.
• Two NGO roundtable seminars
• A dinner event for journalists
• Several bilateral meetings with climate spokespersons from political parties, NGOs, think tanks and educational institutions.

Responsible supplier management
PFA has a Code of Conduct for its suppliers and investment partners to ensure that our wishes for responsible
practices in our investments and partnerships are not violated. PFA’s Code of Conduct is available at pfa.dk.
In 2020, PFA’s procurement department increased its focus on ensuring PFA’s suppliers sign our Code of Conduct and fill out PFA’s self-assessment form during the contract signing process. In a few cases, this has
resulted in additional follow-ups with certain suppliers when our questions were not answered or there was
not a sufficient focus on integrating corporate responsibility issues in their organisation. PFA has also concluded contracts with a few smaller suppliers, and we have drafted standard purchasing terms and conditions for
these suppliers, which incorporate PFA’s Code of Conduct and self-assessment form.

Responsible business practices
PFA’s Whistleblower scheme
PFA’s whistleblower scheme allows employees, customers and external business partners to report on potential issues in a safe and confidential manner if they suspect or have knowledge about the law being broken,
fraud, or other problematic conditions that violate PFA’s policies and values.
Whistleblower reports can be submitted confidentially and anonymously via the whistleblower system, using a
link on PFA’s homepage or intranet. To ensure anonymity, the whistleblower system is hosted by an external IT
supplier. The whistleblower system is also independent of all other PFA systems. The system is evaluated on a
regular basis.
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Reports can be submitted electronically to the Chairman of the Group Audit Committee and the Chief Compliance Officer or to any other member of the Group Audit Committee, and the issue will then be examined
in more detail and reported on to the Board of Directors. PFA guarantees that there will be no negative consequences for either the employee or the business relationship with external parties who have submitted a
whistleblower report on suspected violations in good faith.
The employees at the PFA Group also go through a compulsory training programme where they learn how to
use the whistleblower scheme. The purpose of the training programme is also to make employees more familiar with the whistleblower scheme.
In 2020, six whistleblower reports were submitted and these have all been processed and resolved.
Preventive measures against corruption
PFA does not tolerate corruption, fraud or any other form of financial criminality, and therefore has processes in
place, which are aimed at ensuring our employees know what kind of behaviour PFA expects. PFA is focused on
providing annual training to all the employees in the Group, on preventive measures against corruption, money
laundering, financing of terrorism and the protection of personal data. PFA’s personnel policies are available at
pfa.dk.
PFA encourages all its employees and external partners to report any improper business conduct. Reports can
be submitted via our whistleblower scheme. All PFA employees must undergo an annual e-learning course containing information about PFA’s whistleblower scheme.
Money laundering, personal data and statutory requirements
In 2020, all PFA employees completed the mandatory e-learning course on preventive measures against money
laundering, financing of terrorism and the protection of personal data. The work with supporting systems and
continuing to develop processes to prevent money laundering or the financing of terrorism and how to protect
personal data remains widely anchored across all PFA’s business units.
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Partnerships for the goals
Councils and networks to promote corporate responsibility
PFA prioritises participation in councils and networks to exchange knowledge and promote work with corporate responsibility. Besides informal dialogues with a few different actors and stakeholders, in 2020, we also
participated in the following:

NORDIC
ENGAGEMENT
COOPERATION

Køreplan for
finanssektorens
klimapartnerskab

Annual Engagement
Report, 2019

Sammenfatning og anbefalinger
Marts 2020
A collaborative engagement
network between

DISCLOSURE INSIGHT ACTION

THE NET-ZERO ASSET
OWNER ALLIANCE

宒宆守宄宑季宓宏宄宖宗完宆季安宒宕官宐

The UN-Convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance – 2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member of Active Owners COVID-19 Advisory Board
Member of the Carbon Disclosure Project - CDP
Participating in Climate Action 100+
Member of the Danish Green Building Council
Member of Dansif
Member of the Danish Chamber of Commerce’s CSR
network
Member of Finance Denmark
Member of Insurance & Pension Denmark’s SRI
working group
Member of Global Real Estate Sustainability
- GRESB
Member of the Nordic Engagement Cooperation
Member of the Ocean Plastic Forum

• Signatory of the Principles for Responsible Investment - PRI
• Participated in the Danish Government’s climate
partnerships with Group CEO Allan Polack
• Used the recommendations of the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
• Member of Institutional Investors Group on Climate
Change - IIGCC
• Member of the UN Global Compact
• Member of the UN Global Compact Network
Denmark
• Member of the United Nations-convened Net-Zero
Asset Owner Alliance
• Member of Velkommen Hjem
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Tax accounts for the PFA Group
PFA wishes to contribute to added transparency with respect to tax issues, and therefore we have prepared
a statement of the taxes that we pay and collect each year. The statement is submitted as part of complying
with the PFA Group’s tax policy and has information on PFA’s contributions to society.

Total taxes settled by PFA (DKK million)
2020*

2019

2018

0

0

0

Payroll taxes

166

157

131

Property taxes

124

110**

96**

Taxes on non-life insurance

8

7

7

Other taxes

2

1

1

3,909

6,749

841

765

679

616

A-tax and labour market contributions
(pensions):

4,845

4,765

4,546

A-tax and labour market contributions
(employees):

443

421

414

39

44

94

10,301

12,933**

6,746***

Corporation tax

Pension yield taxes
Taxes pursuant to the Danish Pension Tax
Act:

VAT
Total

* 2020: The figures are calculated as at 31 December 2020 and rounded to the nearest whole number. Some of the figures will be subject to change in
connection with the final calculation before the final reporting date.
** Adjusted compared to previously published information.
*** As we combined the tax accounts in one table for 2019, the sums for 2018 have been adjusted.

Support for associations and voluntary service
Mentoring war veterans
Since 2017, PFA has supported and worked with the organisation Velkommen Hjem (‘Welcome Home’) which
offers mentor programmes for war veterans who have come home. Certain managers selected from PFA will
make their competences and network available to selected war veterans who have returned home to help
them transition back into civilian working life, take an education or continue their career in the armed forces.
Besides PFA supporting the individual war veterans, it also allows the mentors to develop their management
skills from interacting with people who have a career profile that is different from what PFA is used to. The
mentor work has resulted in several of PFA’s mentors setting up a network with other companies that also
support the Velkommen Hjem organisation.
Contributions to political parties
Through our dialogue with the political environment, we seek to stimulate the interest in and knowledge of relevant areas of material importance to the PFA Group and our customers. However, we do not provide financial
contributions to political parties or individual candidates.
Reputation
PFA works in a targeted manner to improve its reputation by focusing on its core values in three words: Professional, Fair and Accountable. This is also reflected in our approach to our communication with customers,
stakeholders and journalists. Corporate responsibility is a key part of PFA’s communication and in how PFA
wants to engage in the societal debate. This engagement is a contributing factor to PFA’s good reputation and
the fact that PFA is the pension company most widely mentioned in the media. We work in a targeted manner
with communications related to the three focus areas:
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Responsible investments
During 2020, the publicity PFA received in relation to responsible investments was primarily related to the
launch of PFA Climate Plus, which is PFA’s largest product launch in the past decade. In February, PFA sent out
a press release that in the early summer period it would launch a new ground-breaking climate-focused lifecycle pension solution, and this received a lot of attention. When customers were able to invest in PFA Plus for
the first time on 22 June, this again attracted a great deal of media attention. Since then, there has been a lot
of interest in monitoring how PFA Climate Plus has performed, and many discussions and articles have focused
on that. PFA also created quite a stir in May, when it announced it was part of a consortium that wanted to
finance and operate an ‘energy island’ in the North Sea that would produce as much electricity as 25 traditional offshore wind parks. In the spring, during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, Group CEO, Alan
Polack, was also very active in the public debate seeking to make the many stimulus and aid packages ‘greener’. Among other things, he encouraged the Danish Government to reactive the 13 climate partnerships and
ask them to prioritise which projects would have the greatest positive effect on employment and the economy in the short term. Generally, we find that the media and other stakeholders are very interested in our work
involving responsibility in our investment processes and we want to ensure that there is a dialogue about this
and that we are transparent about our activities.
A healthier working life
A healthier working life has played a major role in 2020. In this context, there has been significant focus on
how the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way we structure our working lives. Here, PFA led the way in several areas and been very active in the debate about how you get through the everyday dealings in the home
office without being surrounded by your colleagues and work tools and taking as good care as possible of your
mental and physical health. This has resulted in many articles and notices with good tips that highlight the
importance of establishing some healthy routines and remembering to take care of your health during these
unusual times. In 2020, PFA also introduced a policy where employees could choose to work from home two
days per week, and this also drew a lot of attention. At the same time, PFA is one of the first companies in
Denmark to introduce a policy allowing employees to opt for a 4-day work week at 80 per cent of their salary,
and the media have also been very interested in this initiative. A new report from PFA and The Danish Association of Managers and Executives also focused on how best to work with performance and well-being in a
company. A healthy business today involves both generating profits and having thriving employees, and therefore companies must think about well-being and performance as linked issues in their business models.
A good senior life
A good senior life is increasingly becoming an important driver of PFA’s reputation, as PFA solidifies its position
as a market leader with a large and diverse number of products on offer. As the traditionally popular Senior
Days that PFA normally hosts had to be cancelled in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a virtual and digital Senior Day was held instead, and this also turned out to be a great success. People took notice when PFA
was among the first Danish companies to launch a “quality standard for late-life careers,” which is intended
to improve the dialogues about late-life careers at the workplace and contribute to realising the great potential there is in keeping more seniors active on the labour market. It also resonated with people when PFA
and OK-Fonden joined together in September in a joint venture to build private sector nursing homes, senior
housing facilities and senior co-housing communities in 10 major Danish cities. The construction projects are
expected to begin in the coming years, and there has been set aside DKK 2.5 billion in total investments. PFA is
very engaged with the public debate about senior life, and in our comments, media stories and on social media
we make a great effort to focus on how one can best plan one’s senior life from a financial, career and social
perspective.
Prizes and awards
PFA once again won the award for being The Digital Pension Company of the Year
For the second year in a row, PFA won the award for being the best digital company in the pension industry.
The award is given by FinansWatch and the analysis firm Wilke, which, among other things, highlight PFA’s work
with digital customer solutions, social media, AI and robotics.
PFA Invest ranks at the top in an image survey
For many years, PFA Invest has been a top-ranked Danish investment fund when looking at the ability to generate returns in relation to risk and costs. The strong results from PFA Invest’s investments have now been
followed by another feather in our cap, as PFA Invest is ranked first by FinansWatch and Wilkes in a recently
published image survey for Danish investment funds.
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PFA remains a strong brand in the pension sector
In 2020, PFA ranked 35th in Wilkes’ annual image survey and thus maintains its position as Denmark’s strongest brand among both the commercial and non-commercial pension companies that are included in the survey.

Environmental accounts for PFA’s offices in Denmark
CO2 emissions at PFA
2020

2019

2018

Total CO2 emissions (tonnes)

711

1,683

1,503

CO2 emissions (tonnes) per employee

0.50

1.27

1.12

2020

2019

2018

2,261,027

1,919,828

1,665,067

27

343

297

CO2 emissions from electricity

Electricity consumption, kWh
CO2 consumption from electricity (tonnes)

*

* For 2018 and 2019, CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator. Regarding the 2020 figures: PFA’s electricity
consumption is higher in 2020. However, the CO2 emissions from electricity (tonnes) are lower. This is because the electricity used at the Copenhagen
locations are compensated for by green certificates from Ørsted and thus reported as 0 CO2 emissions.

CO2 emissions from district heating

District heating consumption, kWh
CO2 consumption from district heating*

2020

2019

2018

2,583,290

2,956,800

3,155,100

163

337

360

* For 2018 and 2019, the CO2 emissions are calculated using the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator. The 2020 figures have been calculated based on the
environmental reports published by the individual companies.

Paper consumption
Paper (tonnes)

CO2 (tonnes)*

2020

17

16

2019

56

148

2018

64

168

Paper consumption includes copying paper, printed materials and paper used to send letters to customers. The tonnes of CO2 are stated by our suppliers
and then added up to a total.
* For 2018 and 2019, CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator. This was not the case for 2020. In 2020, we
used the suppliers’ figures. The suppliers have used a LCA methodology based on the UN GHG protocol, including scope 1-3 emissions, to perform the
calculations. In cases where the supplier did not have the figures, the figures were calculated based on the Danish Business Authority’s CO2 calculator at
virksomhedsguiden.dk (2020 version).
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CO2 emissions from cars
Petrol-driven cars

Number of cars

Consumption, litres

2020

16

26,886

2019

18

30,695

2018

14

14,630

2020

94

155,933

2019

122

189,254

2018

101

130,066

Number of cars

CO2 (tonnes)*

2020

110

478

2019

140

575

2018

115

380

Diesel-driven cars

Cars, total

* CO2 emissions for 2018 have been calculated using the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator. The figures for 2019 have been adjusted compared to the
figures reported last year to match the methodology used in 2020. The periods for both 2019 and 2020 are 1.12-31.11, and therefore the numbers are
not directly comparable to the 2018 figures.

CO2 consumptions (tonnes)
2020

2019

2018

27

343

297

District heating

163

337

360

Airplanes

N/A

N/A

131

Petrol-driven cars and diesel-driven cars

478

575

380

Waste disposal

27

41

NA

Paper consumption

16

387*

335*

711**

1,683**

1,503

Electricity

Total

2020 figures: Figures are from Nordania Leasing. Figures are for the period 1/12/2019-31/11/2020.
2019 figures: Figures are from Nordania Leasing. Figures are for the period 1/12/2018-31/11/2019. In the 2019 CR Report, the figures totalled 558 for
cars, but this has been adjusted to 575 this year. This results in a small change to the 2019 figures for the total CO2 emissions in tonnes per employee
stated above.
2018 figures: Diesel-driven cars: 346 tonnes and petrol-driven cars: 34 tonnes.
* 2019 and 2018 figures for paper consumption also include derived impacts from scope 1 and scope 2 (at the time, the Climate Compass’ CO2 calculator was used).
** The total number is not comparable to the 2018 data, as for example, air travel was not included in 2019 and 2020. In addition, the CO2 from waste
disposal has been added to the calculations.

Overview of CO2 emissions, by scopes (tonnes)
2020

2019

Scope 1

478

575

Scope 2

190

680

Scope 3

43

428

711

1,683

Total

PFA relies on the Greenhouse Gas Protocols method, where CO2 reductions are divided into scopes.
The scope 1 figures for 2019 and 2020 and the scope 2 figures for 2020 have been calculated using a new method. This means that the scope 1 figure
is now 575, and not the 558 reported previously. Scope 2 and scope 3 figures from 2019 are transferred from the 2019 CR Report.
Scope 1 = petrol and diesel consumption, scope 2 = electricity and district heating consumption. Scope 3 = waste disposal and paper consumption. In
addition, derived values from scope 1 and 2 are also included in the 2019 figures.
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Reduction of paper consumption
2020

2019

2018

221,489 kg of paper

14,549 kg of paper

16,612 kg of paper

Reduction due to letters available at My
PFA

1,070,212 kg of
paper

755,732 kg of paper

506,038 kg of
paper

Total reduction in kilograms of paper

1,291,701 kg of
paper

770,281 kg of
paper

522,650 kg of
paper

2020

2019

2018

120

203

232

Reduction due to letters sent through
e-Boks

Waste (tonnes)

Total waste

Waste includes the following types of waste: Waste deemed suitable for incineration, cardboard, paper, confidential paper, plastic film, iron and metal,
food waste, glass, electronic waste and mixed waste to be sorted. The lower number in 2020 is likely due to fewer employees working at the offices
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The main difference is in the amount of combustible waste and food waste.
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Data and key figures for customers
We have different dialogues with a lot of customers concerning a wide range of subjects. The figures below are
based on these dialogues and contacts concerning specific subjects, which are registered by PFA.

Customer enquiries and customer contact
Pension
consultations1

Phone calls to
PFA’s Advisory
Services Centre

Emails to PFA’s
Advisory Services
Centre2

Phone calls
to PFA Health
Centre3

Total

2020

73,275

228,295

95,728

214,541

611,839

2019

70,566

221,987

86,619

217,317

596,489

2018

69,642

226,973

NA

189,430

486,045

2

1. The figures include customers who have received advisory services at a seminar, by phone, online and via face-to-face pension consultations.
2. In 2018, PFA’s Advisory Services Centre began using a new email system and therefore figures cannot be extracted for 2018.
3. The figures only include PFA Health Centre as a new definition. The figures are adjusted with retroactive effect for 2018 and 2019.

Settled complaints1 in the Department for Complaints & Customer Satisfaction, by outcome
Partially in
favour (per
cent)

Rejected
(per cent)

Accommodated
(per cent)

In favour
(per cent)

Lapsed
(per cent)

2020

3

54

20

10

3

2019

4

42

24

14

1

2018

4

37

38

17

3

1. The table only includes settled complaints, i.e., complaints that are still being processed are not included.

Enquiries and proactive customer representative cases
Number of
complaints

Total

Accommodated

In favour

Rejected

Pending

Referred to
Complaints
Dept.

Lapsed

2020

211

117

25

29

2

28

10

2019

166

87

32

25

12

4

6

2018

198

142

19

29

2

4

2

* Referred to the customer complaints department or another department.
PFA’s customer representative started proactively working on cases in 2014. Today, most enquiries are directly from the customers. (Either via My PFA or
PFA.dk). Most of the enquiries are settled via dialogues and finding out why the customer is contacting PFA.
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Data and key figures for employees
- and working conditions
Number of employees
2020

2019

2018

Number of employees (average number of full-time
employees)

1,396

1,323

1,337

Staff turnover, per cent

10.8

14.0

14.0

Seniority

Age

Men

7.4

44.3

Women

8.5

44.2

Employees (men and women)

7.9

44.2

Seniority and age, 2020

The figures above do not include student assistants. At the end of 2020, PFA had employed 113 student assistants.

Employees working flex jobs

Number in flex jobs

2020

2019

2018

7

7

8

2020

2019

2018

21

9

8

Occupational injuries

Number of occupational injuries

PFA has an Occupational Safety and Health (OHS) organisation whose purpose is to contribute towards creating a safe and healthy working environment
at PFA. The figures are based on the reports that PFA has made to the Danish Working Environment Authority. The increase in 2020 is due to there being
reported 10 cases of COVID-19 virus in connection with work.

Discrimination cases
2020
Discrimination cases

0

2020 is the first year in which PFA reports on discriminatory behaviour.
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PFA’s engagement survey
2020

2019

2018

6.0

5.9

5.9

PFA compared to the general finance and insurance
industry **

6.0 / 5.2

5.8 / 5.2

5.8 / 5.3

Would recommend others to apply for a job at PFA

6.2

6.0

5.8

Employee engagement*

* PFA’s engagement survey is based on a scale of 1-7, with 7 being the top score.
** PFA’s engagement survey is compared to Enalyzer’s industry benchmark for the Danish finance and pension industry. In 2020, we could benchmark
20 out of 40 questions from PFA’s engagement survey against the industry, and therefore only the total score for these questions has been used in the
industry comparison.

Women in PFA’s management and PFA’s Customer Board
2020

2019

2018

Men

Women

Percentage of
women

Men

Women

Percentage of
women

Men

Women

Percentage of
women

Vice presidents/
directors

13

4

24

14

3

18

13

4

24

Senior
managers

44

20

31

38

17

31

33

16

33

Managers

49

41

46

43

36

46

41

35

46

106

65

38

95

56

37

87

55

39

Total

The figures in the table above do not include the Executive Board.
On a total PFA level, we have reached the targets for women in managerial roles at the manager level, but not
yet at the senior manager and vice president/director level.
PFA’s Executive Management
At the end of 2020, PFA’s Executive Management consisted of four men and 0 women.
PFA’s Customer Board
PFA’s Customer Board has 74 members, of which 42 are men and 32 are women. This corresponds to a percentage of women of 43 per cent of those serving on the Customer Board.
PFA’s Senior Customer Board
PFA’s Senior Customer Board has 14 members, of which 8 are men and 6 are women. This corresponds to a
percentage of women of 43 per cent of those serving on the Customer Board.

PFA’s targets and policy for the gender distribution of boards of directors
The last time PFA updated the targets for boards of directors and the gender distribution policy was in August
2020 for management tiers.
The target for the gender distribution on boards of directors with three members is set at 33.33/66.67 per
cent, which is met at the end of 2020 and we aim to stay within these targets. For boards of directors with
four members, the target is 25/75 per cent, which is met at the end of 2020 and we aim to stay within these
targets. For boards of directors with more than four members (though not including PFA Holding and PFA Pension’s boards of directors) the target is 40/60, which was not met at the end of 2020 (see more on this below).
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The target for the gender distribution in PFA Holding and PFA Pension’s Board of Directors is set at 33.33/66.67
per cent, which was not met by the end of 2020 (see more on this below).
The boards of directors of the respective legal entities want to ensure a balanced distribution between men
and women serving on boards in line with the specified targets, and this is a focus area when looking for new
board members as well as the other qualifications.
The boards of directors of PFA Holding and PFA Pension
As at 31 December 2020, the gender distribution in PFA Holding and PFA Pension’s boards of directors (which are
the same) was 26.67/73.33 per cent, and the target was thus not met by the end of 2020. This was due to PFA’s
ownership structure and the associated procedure for selecting board members. The target is for the share of
the under-represented gender to amount to 33.33 per cent in 2025. PFA’s ownership structure and thus the procedure for selecting board members for PFA Holding only makes it possible to change the gender composition
gradually over the course of several years.
Boards of directors with three members
For boards of directors with three members, which applies to the boards of directors of some of the
PFA Group’s property companies, the target was met at the end of 2020 as the gender distribution was
33.33/66.67 in these companies.
Boards of directors with four members
For boards of directors with four members, which applies to the boards of directors of some of the PFA
Group’s real estate companies and at PFA Bank, the target was met at the end of 2020, as the gender distribution was 25/75 per cent.
Boards of directors with more than four members
For boards of directors with more than four members, which applies to the board of PFA Asset Management,
the targets were not met at the end of 2020, as the gender distribution was 0/100 per cent. As mentioned
above, however, the aim is still to have a balanced gender distribution on boards, as this is a focus area when
looking for new board members in addition to the qualifications. As new members were being elected, there
were not enough suitable candidates from the under-represented gender, and therefore the target could not
be met.
More diversity and increased number of the under-represented gender in management roles at PFA
To strengthen diversity at PFA and to reach the concrete targets for women serving at the executive and senior management levels, in 2020 we have prepared a personnel policy for diversity and held a workshop with
the Executive Board and the vice presidents/directors at PFA to increase awareness of ‘blind spots’ and subconscious preferences.
Our 2021 activities to increase diversity and the under-represented gender in management roles at PFA are:
•
•
•
•

Implementation of a personnel policy for diversity in Q1 2021
In practice, we will be looking at the recruitment processes and the appointment procedures at PFA
There will be held workshops for managers about ‘blind spots’ and subconscious preferences
There will be a review of the language used in job adverts and internal communications.

You can learn more about PFA’s targets for increasing the number of the under-represented gender serving in
boards and in management roles in PFA at pfa.dk.
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Sustainable
buildings in Aarhus
Sustainable construction processes for buildings benefit both
the climate and the bottom line. As Denmark’s largest property investor , PFA is very focused on this area when it comes
to construction and renovation projects. Here is an image of
PFA’s commercial lease project, Pakhusene in Aarhus, which has
qualified for a DGNB Gold certification for living up to a number
of standards in terms of the climate, environment and social
sustainability.
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Group structure
Group organisational chart as of 31 December 2020

PFA-Fonden

Other Shareholders

34-49 %

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

50-66 %

PFA Holding A/S

PFA Bank A/S

PFA Pension,
forsikringsaktieselskab

PFA Asset
Management A/S

67-89 %

PFA Europe Real
Estate High A/S

PFA Nordic Real
Estate Low P/S

PFA DK
Boliger Lav A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Lav A/S

(incl. 5 subsidiaries)

(incl. 3 subsidiaries)

(incl. 38 subsidiariesr)

(incl. 2 subsidiaries)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Medium A/S

Komplementarselskabet
PFA Nordic Real
Estate Low ApS

PFA DK
Boliger Høj A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Høj A/S

96 %

PFA Sommerhuse
ApS

(incl. 1 subsidiary)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Low A/S

PFA Audley
PropCo P/S

(incl. 15 subsidiaries)

PFA US Real
Estate Medium P/S
(incl. 12 subsidiaries)

96 %

Komplementarselskabet
PFA Audley
PropCo ApS

Komplementarselskabet
PFA US Real
Estate Medium ApS

(incl. 8 subsidiaries)

25-33 %

PFA DK Core
Erhverv I K/S

PFA Kapitalforening*

Anpartsselskabet
af
28. februar 2018
GP

PFA Investment
Fund

PFA Infrastruktur
Holding ApS
(incl. 11 subsidiaries)

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 K/S

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 GP ApS

PFA Barnaby P/S

PFA Kollegier
ApS

Investeringsforeningen
PFA Invest

PFA Barnaby
Komplementar
ApS

Ownership is 100 % unless otherwise stated
*PFA Pension is not the sole investor in PFA Kapitalforening

PFA can trace its roots back to 1917. The share capital in the parent company, PFA Holding A/S, amounts to
DKK 1 million and the company can at most pay out an annual dividend of five per cent of the share capital, or
DKK 50,000. Thus, the ownership structure supports PFA’s objective of creating the greatest possible value for
its customers.
Shareholders of PFA Holding A/S are the PFA Foundation and other shareholders, mainly consisting of the
founding organisations from 1917, whose members and employees are primarily PFA customers as well.
In 2020, the following significant changes were made to the PFA Group:
Several new subsidiaries have been founded that will be used for alternative investments. Besides that, there
have been no major changes to the PFA Group.
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This CR report concerns the PFA Group and comprises the following companies/legal entities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PFA Holding A/S (the parent company)
PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
PFA Asset Management A/S
PFA Bank A/S
PFA DK Ejendomme Lav A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Ejendomme Høj A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Boliger Lav A/S and subsidiaries
PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S
PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S and subsidiary
PFA Europe Real Estate High A/S and subsidiaries
PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S and subsidiaries
PFA US Real Estate Medium P/S with related general partner and subsidiaries
PFA Nordic Real Estate Low P/S and related general partner and subsidiaries
Anpartsselskabet af 28. februar 2018 GP
PFA Sommerhuse ApS
PFA Kollegier ApS
PFA Infrastruktur Holding ApS and subsidiaries
PFA Barnaby P/S and related general partner
PFA Ophelia Invest CO I 2018 K/S and related general partner
PFA DK Core Erhverv I K/S and related general partner
PFA Audley PropCo P/S and related general partner
PFA Kapitalforening
PFA Investment Fund
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PFA student housing
facilities in the large
university cities
In connection with PFA’s 100-year anniversary in 2017, PFA
decided to build student housing facilities in Copenhagen,
Aarhus, Aalborg and Odense. The photo is from the Odense
student housing facility, which was completed in 2020 and
houses 298 students. The student housing facility in Aalborg
also opened in 2020, and accommodates 220 students.
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PFA Pension
Forsikringsaktieselskab
CVR no.: 13 59 43 76
Sundkrogsgade 4
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Tel.: (+45) 39 17 50 00
pfa.dk
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